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Council of Higher Education
hears fund formula testimony
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HEARING TESTIMONY -- Three members of a committee representing the Council of Higher
Education
listened to testimony presented this morning on the campus of Murray State University. The
committee is
hearing input from higher education institutions across the state prior to deciding the fate of
funds for the
1984-1986 biennium. Committee members pictured above are from left) George Street Boone,
newly appointed by Gov. John Y. Brown; William Cox, vice chairman; and Harry M.Snyder, executive
director.
Staff photos by Greg Travis

Blood bank director tries to clarify
misunderstandings about donations
Recent national publicity regarding the development of blood
substitutes has resulted in
widespread public misunderstanding, according to Bill Kyle, who
directs the blood bank at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
This has created the
dangerous impression in the
minds of the public that the blood
of volunteer donors no longer will
be needed," he warned.
Kyle cited the response of Dr.

cloudiness
Today patches of early morning fog. Otherwise variable
cloudiness with a 30 percent
chance of thunderstorms.
Highs in the mid to upper 80s.
Southeast winds 5 to 10 miles an
hour.
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Jaciqueline D. Miller. president of
the American Association of Blood
Banks, in Arlington, Va., to announcements made through the
Letterman Army Research Institute in San Francisco.
,
Army doctors, the San
Franscisco center has revealed,
have developed a blood substitute
which is made!from chemicallyaltered hemoglobin, as well as an
artificial perfluorocarbon
substance known as Fluosol.
"While the current research'on
blood substitutes is beneficial,"
the AABB president said, -they
are useful clinically only in
special circumstances, such as
emergency transfusions when
blood is not available.
"Furthermore," she continued,

"both of these substances are currently in the experimental stages,
and neither have been licensed for
use in this country. To call either
Fluosol or the hemoglobin-based
substance developed by the Army
a 'blood substitute' is misleading.
"Although these substances can
do some of the things blood can do,
they are a long way from being interchangeable with blood."
The following properties or
qualities of blood are not found in
these substances, Kyle said; including white blood cells, red
blood cells, clotting factor,
platelets and the capacity to carry
antibodies, essential to the human
body's disease -fighting
mechanisms.
(Continued On Page 2)

Activities extended
for Fancy Form picnic
By SY RAMSEY
nor, also will be one of the
Associated Press Writer
speakers Saturday. So will. his
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — The potential party rivals, Lt. Gov,
traditionaLpolitical picnic at Fan- Martha Layne Collins and state
cy Farm has been extended this Human Resources Secretary
year to include some activities the Grady Sturnbo.
day before the Aug.7 event.
Fancy Farm is a town of 300
Among them will be a road race. near Mayfield in far western Kenfish fry and square dance in the tucky. The picnic, which is a
small town in far western Ken- magnet for politicians, has been
tucky.
held yearly since 1880.
According to the Rev. Walter
Father Hancock claims that last
Hancock, who is in his 10th year of year, a record 15,000 people atdirecting the picnic sponsored by tended.
St. Jerome's Catholic Church,
His invitations this year proLouisville Mayor Harvey Sloane mise that -the speaking will last
will participate in the marathon. • only two hours" and added that
The 6.2-mile race will wind up at those who want to talk or be
Fancy Farm although the starting recognized should contact state
site has not been selected yet.
Sen. Charles Gregory Higdon, DSloane, an unannounced Fancy Farm.
Democratic candidate for gover(Continued On Page 2)

Ledger schedules open house
By Dr. Bob McGaughey
Chairman, Dept. of Journalism
and Radio-Television
Murray State University
After a year to the day that the facilities of the
Mtsrray Ledger & Times burned down, the daily
newspaper in western Kentucky will hold an open
house in its new building Aug. 29.
According to publisher Walter Apperson, the old
facility of 4th Street in Murray caught fire in the
pressroom area Saturday, Aug. 29, 1981, and completely destroyed were all the equipmentwirid furniture.
The paper. however, continued, including an Aug.
29 issue, as the staff found make-shift quarters
across the street and used the facilities of the
Mayfield Messenger to put out the paper.
The news staff performed under adverse circumstances very well, according to Matt Sanders,
managing editor. "Despite printing in two different
locations, the staff still was able to supply our
readers with same level of local and regional
coverage.
"In fact, our readers seemed to go out of their
way to provide us with leads to stories."
The Ledger & Times staff continued to print at
Mayfield. 20 miles to the west of Murray, and kt
Paris. Tenn., 25 miles south of Murray, until Feb.
27, 1982.
Apherson had purchased one and a half acres
near a shopping center in the south part of town and
had immediately started on a nsw 12,000-squarefoot facility for the paper.
By February, the pressroom area was completed

and the press six-unit Goss Community with Surburban folder installed. Although the editorial and
advertising offices were not complete, the paper
put out its first edition in the new building just six
months after the fire.
The entire operation was moved to the new
building at 1001 Whitnell Ave. June 12, the 35th anniversary of the paper's first daily edition. The
paper, whose roots go back to 1879. was a weekly
paper until 1947. .
According to Ted Delaney, production and circulation manager, the one-story brick building provides a comfortable working area with space for expasion. The paper currently has 26 full-time personnel and several part-time people.
"One area that has greatly improved," said
Delaney. "is the parking area for our staff and for
our clients. On 4th Street there just wasn't much
rootri."
There is also sufficient room for the cable channel
operation. The Ledger was one of the first
newspapers to lease a cable channel and provide
wire and local news through a teletext system
Mycrotech and Texscan).
Apperson pointed out that the cable equipment
that fed to the head-in of the local cablevision company was completely destroyed in the fire. "Some
of the equipment, which we had for cable, had just
arrived several days prior to the fire."
Now that the tedger operation is fully underway
in its new $1 million plus facility with a Mycrocomp
II front end system, the staff members talk about
the current challenges butreadily recall that morning on Aug. 29, 1981,'when the paper weni up in
^ smoke. .

BEST

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
A committee from the Council of
Higher Education, a legislatively
appointed organization, met this
morning on the Murray State
University campus to listen and to
record comments and opinions of
both university representatives
and the general public regarding
the funding of colleges and universities throughout the state during
the 19841986 biennium.
Acccirding to Harry M. Snyder,
executive director, -these hearings are extremely important for
enlighting the council as to the
needs and desires of the local
educational institutuions.
-The roots of this organization
go back to 1976 when the committee was used for the primary purpose of analyzing a budget," he
added.
Today's main theme among
those voicing opinions was that of
priorities. Stated Dr. Constantine
W. Curris, Murray State president, in his opening remarks
before the delegation, -the
distribution of limited dollars has
become a major concern. Good
decisions are the products of experience."
Curris, in addressing the group
from Frankfort, cited several
categories for consideration when
reviewing upcoming budget appropriations. Included in his list
were missions, fixed costs, program funding areas, and quality
concerns.
One of Curris. main points
before the board was the
geographic location of Murray
State in relationship to other
universities across the state.
-Murray State University endorses a systematic form of funding," Curds stated. "But, we
support formula funding provided
priorities are established. Murray's goals of superior instruction,
research, and-the-like can only.be
met with proper funding. Five

MAKING HIS POINT CLEAR — Faculty representative Dr. Terry
Foreman addresses the committee concerning the opinions of his
constituents during today's hearing at Murray State University.
universities throughout other Curris commented. "We must exparts of the state service a much amine more than the components.
smaller Srea than does Murray We must examine the formula as
State. We are looked to to provide a whole. Its structure is one of its
an outlet for a much larger section most important parts."
of the population, therefore, only
In his cl6sing remarks Curris
proper and adaquet funding acknowledged, "Whatever forshould be considered."
mula is derived, whether there be
The committee set silent as Cur- noted changes or very few, the
ris continued his statements. same formula should not penalize
"Fixed costs are a part of any an institution for wanting to spend
undertaking. There are certain money on education."
expenditures regardless of the
With those remarks Curris endnumber of people that enter your ed his portion of addressing the
doors. For this reason we should committee.
remember that quality programNext to speak, Dr. Terry
ing is necessity, to settle for any Foreman, faculty representative,
less is in a form, cheating the cited what was, in his opinion,
students," Curris reverberated.
believed to be an outline of the for"It has been our conclusion that mula. Provoking chuckles on
the formula funding approach will several. °cessions, Foreman
be received much better if all quoted passages from the -The
items are reviewed equally.
Pritchard Report" which dell ex"A formula, however, is no clusively with the Council of
greater than the sum of its parts,"
(Continued On Page 2

Electric system board delays action
on hardship assistance program
Action on a hardship assistance
volunteer program by the Murray
Electric System Plant Board was
delayed until the August meeting.
The program, according to
Superintendent Ron Underwood,
would allow MES customers to
contribute an extra $1 to their
electric bill payments. The extra
money would be put into a fund to
be disbursed to help other
customers pay past-due bills.
Underwood added the plan is
still in the idea stage.
One major problem with the
program is that MES's computer
billing service has not been programmed to handle the extra $1 on
hull payments

Underwood also reported MES
and Kroger signed a contract for
Kroger's new Kenlake Foods
plant in Murray. The superintendent added it was "a good contract" for both firms.
MES built a 2.500 kilo-volt amp
substation to be utilized by the
new plant. The electric system
paid for the $40.000 substation
which Kroger will repay in monthly,installments..
The board approved of $4,500 of
television advertising, half of last
year's total. for Murray State
University athletic programs.
Underwood said such advertising
during the past four years has not
met with complete support of the

community, especially since the
board passed a no-donations
policy earlier this year.
Reducing the advertising agreement is an indication of the direction the electric system is headed.
Underwood added.
Rob Ray was elected new chairman of the board while Tommy
Carroll was voted vice chairman.
The board also welcomed new
member Tim Miller, a faculty
member of the Murray State accounting department. Board
members also complimented past
chairman Mary Jane Jackson,
whose term expired last month,
for her years of service to the
board.

TYING UP SOME LOOSE ENDS- Al Kurnkle. Fancy Farm. works ort telephone lines near Whitnell Drive,
Murray. Scheduled mairtainence includes the rerunning of certain cable and the installation of new lines An
employee of the telephone system. Kurnkle has 20.years of service with the company,
Staff photo by Greg Travis
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State lawmakers criticize ouster
of McNutt from oversight group
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. AP
Members of a legislative oversight committee are not happy
that their chairman was not reappointed to the committee by the
leadership of the General
Assembly.
"The people of western Kentucky are shocked and dismayed
about what happened to Rep.
McNutt," state Sen. Greg Higdon,
D-Fancy Farm, said Wednesday
at the first meeting of the Capital
Construction and Equipment Purchase Oversight Committee since
the ouster of Rep. Dolly McNutt,
D-Paducah.
Mrs. McNutt was -not reappointed to the committee earlier
this month by the Legislative
Research Commission.
"Inatever the reason for her
not being reappointed, the people
of western Kentucky are disappointed," Higdon said.
"I personally am disappointed
she was not reappointed to the
committee," added state Sen.
Jack Trevey,'R-Lexington.
"The people of the commonwealth have been done a
disservice that Dolly was not
reappointed to the committee and
is not acting as chairman," said
state „Rep. Mary Ann Tobin, DIrvington, who was elected to succeed Mrs. McNutt as chairman.

"She has her own mind and does in Mrs McNutt's ouster
what she thinks is right and suf"I was not contacted 111 ci
fers the consequences," said Ms
manner that my name be used in
Tobin. "1 for one, am very disap- the newspaper," Pearman said.
pointed."
"I don't know where they came
No official reasons were given out with the announcement that I
for Mrs. McNutt's removal from would be chairman. I am sorry it
the committee, although the went that far.
House leadership played a key
"The only misfortune in this
role.
whole ordeal is the fact that Dolly
Majority Floor Leader Jim was not reappointed to the comLeMaster, D-Paris, implied that mittee," Pearman said. "She did
part of the reason for the change an outstanding job."
was Mrs. McNutt's refusal to
The committee, which is not
always go along with the leader- covered by the state's Open
ship on key issues during the 1982 Meetings Law, met privately for
General Assembly.
about 15 minutes to discuss anew
Mrs. McNutt did not vote for a chairman.
bill giving legislators an increase
"I think it is fairly obvious that
in expenses between sessions or the members of this committee
for generous increases in unanimously feel Dolly did an
legislative pensions.
outstanding job as chairman of
She also opposed a bill increas- this committee," said state Sen.
ing the powers of the General Ed O'Daniel, D-Springfield.
Assembly at the expense of the
"We appreciated her work and
governor.
cooperation and without question
It was reported last week that we would have re-elected her
state Rep. Virgil Pearman, D- chairman if she had been reapRadcliff, would replace Mrs. pointed," O'Daniel said.
McNutt as chairman.
Trevey also complained that the
LeMaster noted that "We just members Of the committee had
felt like Virgil had been not been informed by the staff that
cooperative on some very tough their chairman had not been reapissues and stuck with the caucus 'pointed.
and she didn't.
Trevey said he had not read the
Pearman, who was elected newspaper stdry and was
Wednesday as vice-chairman, unaware of the change until he
said he had never been contacted came to Wednesday's meeting
about the change and had no part ' "somewhat red-faced.-

Economy improving slightly
By The Associated Press
. Administration officials
acknowledge that the recovery
may be less robust than they expected, but they.say the recession
is letting go. its grip on the'
economy.
The Commerce Department
reported Wednesday that the
inflation-adjusted gross national
product, a key barometer of
economic activity, grew at an 4nnual rate of 1.7 percent in the
three months ended June 30.
That was a big improvement
over declines of 5.3 percent and 5.1
percent in the final quarter of last
year and the first three months of
1982.
Murray Weidenbaum, chairman of President Reagan's Council of Economic Advisers, loid
reporters after a Senate hearing
that "the worst of the difficult
times..are behind us" and that he
IOW

in office, resulting in higher
thought "We are in the early
unemployment and more
stages of an upturn."
bankruptcies.
But Commerce UndersecretaryThe administration's mid-year
designate Robert Dederick said
economic review — due for
although better times seem to be
release later this week — is exahead, "we don't look for a rapid
pected to hold to the earlier
recovery."
Outside the administration, forecast that real GNP will grow
Donald Straszheim, vice president at an annual rate of 4 percent to 5
percent for the rest of this year
of Wharton Econometrics, said he
and on through 1983.
thought recovery was indeed
In other economic news:
under way, a verdict still being
—The American Petroleum Inweighed by many , other
stitute said gasoline inventories
economists.
Asked if a robust rebound can be rose slightly last week despite a
expected, he replied simply, "No- -dropoff in gasoline production.
The trade group said gasoline
way."
Inflation-adjusted, or "real," stocks totaled 224.7 million barrels
GNP is the government's estimate in the week ended July 16; up
of the market value of all U.S. 400,000 barrels from the previous
goods and services. A gain in such week. Year-ago inventories stood
a broad Measure was bound to be at 239.4 million barrels.
—Pan American World Airways
seen as an encouraging sign of an
end to the recession that has reported continued mounting
plagued Reagan's first two years losses in the second three months
of the year while Trans World
Corp. reported a $41.6 million gain
and American Airlines recorded a
slight profit of $466,000.

MOW

YOUTH AT CAMP — Young persons from Murray are attending
the Salvation Army summer camp,Camp Paradise, Kettle. At camp,
they will be involved with water sports, craft making and Bible
study. Transportation to the camp was provided by the First United
Methodist Church van with volunteer driver Ruth Ann McLemore.
From left) Eushika Payne, Laquania Todd, Trina Kendall, Bonnie
Ashby, service unit member, Rodney Turner and L.aWarren Todd
will stay at the camp until their return scheduled July 27.

Murray council
to meet tonight
The Murray City Council will
discuss several items at it
meeting at 7:30 tonight.
The agenda will include a report
on the 1982 property tax rate, 1981
audit of the city general fund, first
reading of an ordinance prohibiting solicitation on city
streets, recommendation on
disposal of patrol cars and other
police department vehicles, sale
of dark room equipment, sale of
parking meters and coin counter,
city paving program bid and
authority for the mayor and clerk
to borrow operating funds up to
$150,000.

Correction
The Calloway County School
Board will meet at 5 p.m. Friday
instead of Thursday as previously
reported.

Sis
bo

LIMP BLIMP — The Soviet designed airship "Ural 3" hovers during a recent test flight near the Sverdlov
town of Berezovsky. The helium-filled craft, covered with a rubberized silvery fabric, is a prototype for an air
crane with a load-carrying capacity of 15 tons to be used in construction of power transmission lines, gas and
oil pipelines in remote areas.
AP 1 aserphoto

Irish guerrilla organization
warns Britain of more bombs
By,MICHAEL WEST
Associated Press Writer
LONDON AP — Britain may.
be hit by new bombing attacks
from the Irish Republican Army,
the outlawed guerrilla organization indicated today.
The Belfast weekly Republican
News ,said that one bomb in London is worth 100 in Belfast.
The warning appeared two days
after two IRA bombs killed nine
soldiers and injured 50 other people in two London parks.
British police also have warned
of a new IRA offensive.
The blasts ended an eight-month
lull in IRA bombings on the
British mainland, which have now
killed 78 people since March 1972.
"It is obvious that the IRA has
overcome the extremely difficult
logistical problems of carrying
out operations in England," a
Republican News editorial said.
The paper often serves as a vein,
de for views 'of the Irish nationalist movement... •
•
An IRA spokesman quoted in
the paper would not say if the
latest London bombings were the
prelude to a new bombing campaign, adding: "But by Britain's
own yardstick such actions are the
only thing it will listen to.
A small blue car identical to the
one used in the nail bomb attack
on the queen's ceremonial guard
was parked in Hyde Park earlier
today in a police effort to recreate
the bombing scene and jog the
memory of witnesses.
Police said they have a description of one of the Irish Republican
Army guerrillas who was seen
parking a seven-year-old Morris
Marina car in Hyde Park's South
Carriage Road half an hour before
it exploded-Tuesday, killing three
cavalry-men. Six other soldiers
were killed in another IRA bombing in Regent's Park two hours
later.
Detectives from Scotland
Yard's anti-terrorist branch said
they hoped that after seeing pictures of the car, many more
witnesses would come forward.
The car was removed minutes
before 15 mounted soldiers of the
Blues and Royals rode past the
spot where their three comrades
were killed. A spokesman said a
full reconstruction will be held
sometime next week.

Pioneer Tv host Dave Garroway commits suicide.
By ERICH SMITH
Associated Press Writer
SWARTHMORE, Pa. 1AP —
Dave Garroway, who first brought
. the "Today" show into America's
homes at breakfast, created new
stars for the young television
medium but then found his own in
eclipse, friends said after his
suicide at age 69.
"He remarked to me once,
'Nobody wants me anymore. I'm
old shoe, old hat. Nobody cares for
old Dave anymore,' " recalled
Frank Blair, who broadcast the
news for years on "Today."
Garroway, who killed himself
Wednesday with a shotgun blast to
the head, left "Today" in 1961 and
never achieved the same success.
His last TV appearance came
earlier this year on a retrospective for the show's 30th anniversary.
His son, Michael, said Garroway had been suffering complications following open-heart
surgery and "we believe that he
unfortunately succumbed to the

traumatic effects of his illness."
Garroway was found dead in a
hallway in his ranch-style home in
this Philadelphia suburb. The
Delaware County coroner ruled
the death a suicide. No funeral arrangements were announced.
Garroway's gentle, relaxed
manner and his wry sense of
humor — including appearances
with a chimpanzee, J. Fred Muggs
— helped point the way for the
future of television when he inaugurated "Today" in 1952.
Millions learned to recognize his
horn-rimmed spectacles'and bow
ties and remember his singular
sign-off: "Peeve."
"I loved doing it," Garroway
once recalled. "It was a
marvelous seat to sit in. In 10
years, I must have talked to 12,500
exciting people."
"More than anything else I
remember his ability to communicate with an audience," said
Barbara Walters, who was hired
by Garroway ass writer. "I don't
think there is anyOne else in our
business who could do it the way

yard University and flopped as a
Dave Garroway did."
Garroway was "very, very piston ring salesman, then broke
disappointed that his career kind in as a $16-a-week NBC page and
enrolled in the network's anof came to a halt," said Blair.
"He never again had the same nouncer training school, later landing a job as special events direcsuccess," noted Ms. Walter.
John Chancellor, who sucCeeded tor at Pittsburgh's KDKA.
That launched a career seen,
Garroway as "Today" host in
1961, said Garroway had an "ex- heard and loved by millions. He
traordinary impact" on the future spawned television's hordes of
talk-show hosts such as Steve
of TV.
"In the earliest days, people Allen, the late Ernie Kovacs,
didn't know whether TV was going David Frost, Dick Cavett, Jack
to be radio with prctures or Parr.and Johnny Carson.
After Garroway's return from
vaudeville," Chancellor said. "Ed
Sullivan went the vaudeville route Navy' service in World War II, he
on Sunday nights, while Garroway moved to NBC's Chicago affiliate,
was able to reach through the WMAQ, with a free-wheeling show
screen with a new way of broad- called "Garroway at Large."
That success landed him in New
casting "
York in 1952 at the start of "To"He .became a household word
all over the country simply by be- day."
Nine years later, in 4961. a
ing himself — intelligent, curious,
heavy work schedule, coupled
sympathetic," said Reuven
with the death of his second wife,
Frank, himself a TV pioneer and
now president of NBC's news divi- Pamela, from an overdose of barbiturates, led 4o his retirement.
sion.
Garroway was born .July 13, • His first marriage, to a college
1913. in Schenectady, N.Y. He sweetheart, ended in divorce in
1945.
worked as a lab assistant at Bar-

The Blues and Royals carried
their now tattered standard, with
battle honors dating back to 1662.
It was torn and blood-spattered by
the bombing but had been cleaned. One cavalryman said they
wanted the ride to be "the best
London has ever seen."
The Blues and Royals, riding to
the Changing of the Guard
ceremony in Whitehall for the first
time since the bombing, came to
attention in silent tribute to their
comrades killed by the blast.
On a sidewalk flecked with dried
blood stood two young women with
their arms around each other in
grief. One was believed to be the
widow of a dead cavalryman and
left the scene on the arm of a
uniformed cavalry officer, too
upset to speak to reporters.
The bombing in Regent's Park
killed six army musicians as the
band of the Royal Green Jackets
Regiment gave an open-air concert. Police said the blast was

caused by a time bomb concealed
under the bandstand's floorboards.
Twenty-seven soldiers, two
policemen and 21 civilians were
wounded in the blasts-, and seven"
of the cavalry horses were killed
or, had to be destroyed. The IRA,
fighting to unite the British province of Northern Ireland with the
Irish Republic, said it was responsible.
Scotland Yard, warning there
may be further IRA attacks, said
the witness who saw the man
parking the car is under police
guard.
-We want to hear, in the
strictest confidence, from people
who were either walking in either
park, jogging or even-from courting couples who may have been
there the previous evening or on
the morning of the explosions,"
said Cmdr. William Hucklesby,
head of Scotland Yard's 'antiterrorist branch.

Picnic...'
(Continued From Page 11
Two hours might be a record
low for oration tie at Fancy
Farm, especially 41-len it is to include speeches by local officials in
recognition of recent completion
of the town's sewage system.
"It could go a little longer,"
Father Hancock said. "It may go

three.
As customary, he has invited
some of the top national politicians, although none has confirmed an appearance. Former Vice
President Walter Mondale said he
could not be on hand. Seh. Ted
Kennedy', D-Mass., has not replied
yet.

Blood donations...
refrigeration, it is useable up to 35
. -.
days.
This supply: is maintained by
more than 1,500 volunteer blood
donors in Murray' and Calloway.
County. Although the hospital still
obtains some blood from the
American Red Cross center in
Paducah, this is done only in cases
involving out-of-county patients
who request it.
"We just don't want the Letterman announcements to be
misunderstood here and result in
our donors thinking that their
blood no longer is needed," Kyle
said, "because this simply is not
the case. Nothing has changed.
We need it as much as ever."
Anyone or any group wishing to
participate in the program may do
so by contacting Kyle at the
hospital, 753-5131 extension 183, so
arrangements can be made.
"Individuals can come to the
laboratory area on the first floor
of the hospital, or, in the case of
large groups, we can go to them,"
(Continued From Page 1) he said
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(Continued From Page 1
„
Presently, more that 11,000,000
units of blood are needed nationally every year, Kyle said, and
fewer than five percent of those
eligible to give blood do so.
The need for blood, he went on,
is increasing daily, and publicity
which implies that artificial
substances can replace the need
for blood donors is very threatening to the lives of patients who depend upon those willing to donate.
Although Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, which has grown
from a 135-bed community facility
in 1974 to the 218-bed regional
medical center it is today, requires approximately 100 pints of
blood a month, some 30 pints of
various types are kept in the blood
bank at all times for emergency
use, Kyle said. Kept under
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Signing of bill can end
battle over billboards
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A bill awaiting Gov Brown's signature can bring
a conclusion to the battle over billboards.
The legislation 1AB 13531 addresses the cork
troversial issue of billboard condemnation whicFr
has been going around in the courts ever since San
Diego adopted its billboarel ordinance 10 years ago.
The compromise measurk, hammered out by a
gubernatorial advisory committee, received strong
support by the representatives of local government
on the committee and passed by large margins in
both the state Senate and the Assembly.
The bill would have no impact on a city's authority on most aspects of sign regulation. Cities would
continue to be able to control erection of billboards
and to order the uncompensated removal of illegal
signs and those built in rural or agricultrual areas.
Even so, the city of San Diego, among others, has
opposed the measure. It objects to the section of the
bill that would require cities to provide compensation if they want to remove a legally erected
billboard from a commercial or industrial area.
We appreciate the city's concern that this provision would be costly, and we respect its desire to retain authority. But while we have always supported
San Diego's billboard çrdina.nce, we differ with the
city on,this:
,, ?.ue.
What
city oJoets to is a law that ensures fair
and equitable -Compensation. If you condemn property, you must pay for it. That's a long-accepted
premise. We see no reason to ignore it now.

Politicans reluctant
of Reagan's policy
President Reagan is having trouble getting local
governments to warm up to his New Federalism.
We would assume that down-home politicians would
welcome the chance to assume the role of benefactors of the poor and saviors • of stricken
'neighborhoods.
That is the role assumed by the federal government over the last several decades, and many a
career in' Washington has been. built on it. Mr.
Reagan, dedicated toffederal system less given to
central control, would give local officials an opening to build careers in problem-solving on their
home turf.
Why are they so reluctant to go along? Obviously
the fear persists that the president's New
Federalism will hand the problems to the states and
cities but not provide enough money to treat them.
Mr. Reagan hopes to allay those fears with his
speech to county officials in Baltimore and in the
restyled New Federalism program to be delivered
soon to Congress. The number of federal programs
to be shifted to state or local control would be reduced from 40 to 35, and there would be a firmer commitment of federal support during the transition
period. The Food Stamp program, which would
have been unloaded on the states under the president's original plan, would remain a federal
headache.
There are elements of a tactical retreat in the
latest plan, but Mr. Reagan made it clear in
Baltimore that he is as determined as ever to cut
Big Brother government down to size. Indeed, he
gave his New Federalism a broader philosophical
dimension by calling for an end to attempts to
"homogenize" American society.
Giving our diverse society the stamp of standardized solutions to every problem in exactly what
, an array or federally-conceived social programs
tends to do. Federal grants with their inevitable
uniformity of objectives and guidelines are stifling
ingenuity. Our states and cities are nol all alike,
even if Big Brother wants to treat them as if they
were.
Billions of federal dollars have encouraged governors and mayors to submit to this regimentation.
Money for social services is scattered through the
50 states as if they were carbon-copies of each
other. This is what has made the centralized attack
on poverty and urban problems a monument to centralized waste as well as concentration of power.
Even some members of Mr. Reagan's own party
are joining in the skepticism toward his New
Federalism. Sen. David Durenberger of Minnesota
suggested that the president's call for local initiatives to attack chronic poverty is a "fig leaf" to
cover the administration's "lack of compassion"
for the poor.
All that Mr. Reagan is saying is that the federal
establishment has proved to be a clumsy and costly
instrument for giving expression to everyone's
compassion for the poor, including his own. The
problem is not a lack of compassion, but the lack of
willingness on the part of so many state and local officials to accept responsibility for a new approach
to the problems of poverty, unemployment and urban decay in their own back yards.

garrott's gallery

by m.c. garrott

A week on the Panama City Beaches
nets a variety of vacation experiences
When I was a youngster in school,
invariably one of the first
assignments we would get in English
class once school started in
September would be to write a theme
entitled "What I Did on My Vacation."
Things haven't changed much for
me. When you are grinding out two of
these columns a week and take off for
a few days, you simply have to write
about it when you get home, or, like
the butcher who backed into the meat
slicer, you get a little behind in your
work.
At our house, we are fresh home
from our traditional week on the
Panama City, Fla., beaches with our
immediate family, grand-children
and all, plus son Jeff's friend, John
Hassle.
We have a great time together and
cherish every minute of it. Next
Christmas, when we come together
again, we'll relive much of it through
our color slides.
•••
A few things happened, however, to
keep it from being altogether an
uneventful, restful week in the sun.
As we left early one morning, we
had gone no more than 50 miles
before we came upon an accident,
which, no doubt, wiped out a wellequipped Illinois family's vacation
almost at the outset. We were cruising along about 60 miles per hour on
1-24 — cheating just a little on the
speed limit and keeping an eye out
for any -bears" in the brush — when
this pretty, new-looking van pulling
about a 30-foot matching house
trailer streaked past us like we were
sitting still.
I thought at the time they were
pulling that trailer mighty fast, but
soon forgot about it as it quickly
disappeared ahead.
,
A few minutes later, though, as we
topped a hill, traffic was beginning to
back up at the southbound bridge
over the Big West Fork of Red River
there in Christian County. On their
sides and almost blocking the bridge
were both the fast-moving van and

the trailer. They had jack-knifed.
The lady driving simply had lost control and over it went.
Fortunately, no one was injured,
but had they gone over that rail, they
would have plunged 100 feet to the
river bed below. Also, luckily, we
found that the blocked cars could
barely ease between the rear of the
over-turned trailer and the bridge's
outside rail, the bigger cars making
it with less than an inch to spare for
their rear view mirrors. The little
cars, of course, scampered through
like rabbits through a fence.
•••

From there on to Birmingham, the
trip down was uneventful until Sarah
Kathryn, our 18-month-old granddaughter, let her Wendy's balloon get
away from her while we were having
lunch. We watched helplessly as it
floated to the ceiling and became entangled with a revolving overhead
fan.
Of course, everyone stopped eating
to watch as one of the employees got
a ladder, stopped the fan and retrieved the balloon.
We pretended we didn't even know
the little girl, or her parents.
••• •
Reaching the beaches, we settled
in for our week of sunnin' and funnin'
together, all 10 of us. Some things we
do on these occasions have become
more or less traditional.
One is the fresh shrimp. We buy
them, boil them and peel and eat
them until we can simply stuff no
more. Still, there's always some left
to nibble on.
This year, we bought the headless
ones. We were told that you lose
about one-third of the total weight
when you have to remove the heads.
The prices ranged from $2.75 to $5
a pound, depending on the size of the
shrimp and whether or not the heads
were still attached.
•••
No trip to Panama City is complete
for us, however, without at least one
dinner in the famous seafood

restaurant there, Captain Anderson's. And it seems we never go there
without seeing some one from Murray. This year was no exception.
While seated on an outside bench
waiting for our table number to be
called, a familiar figure walked past,
decked out in bright yellow slacks, a
matching sports shirt and spotless
white shoes.
"I see you didn't make it to Rotary
today!" I called out. Turning quickly
and seeing us, he typically retorted,
"And neither did you!" It was Ed
Chrisman and with him was his wife,
Dea
They
hne were spending the week in
Pat and Bob Miller's beachside cottage less than a mile away. Ed was
tired and hungry. He had played tennis most of the day at the plush Bay
Point resort with a Paducah attorney
whom he had run across.
•••
Some of you who regularly go to
Panama City may already know of
this seafood restaurant, Allen's but
this trip was our first time to
discover it. We found its food equally
as good as Captain Anderson's and
much less expensive. It just doesn't
have all the atmosphere Captain
Anderson's has, but is a popular
place. Our wait for a table there was
an hour and a half long.
It is located on 23rd Street, about a
mile north of the junior college at the
east end of the inlet bridge.
•••
In the past, we've heard about people getting stung in the water by
jellyfish, but this time we learned
first-hand how painful these stings
can be.
The natives say jellyfish, generally, infest the beaches after a storm
and last Friday we had a fierce one
for several hours. After it subsided.
Jeff and John took up their inflated
rafts and paddled out into the waves.
The next thing we knew, Jeff was
back on the beach,shaking like a leaf
and frantically grabbing at his legs
and feet. He had been stung in six or
eight places by jellyfish, and he vows

•
it hurts— much like a wasp's sting.
Evisioning a $60 or $75 doctor's bill,
we immediately called the emergency room at the hospital. Bay Medical
Center. and a male 'Dice calmly told
us what to do Get some spirits of
amonia and some Adolph's natural
meat tenderizer.
Apply the amonia and let it dry
completely, he directed. Then make
a paste, using the tendertter and
water, and apply it to the whelps. Let,
this dry and cake on the skin. After
about an hour, wash it all off and
repeat the process.
A couple applications of . the
remedy, he said, should bring relief
— and it did. The experience in no
way hindered Jeff from putting away
a huge platter of lasagna at an Italian
restaurant a few hours later.
So, if you aren't familiar with this
treatment. you might lay in a small
store of spirts of amonia and
Adolph's natural meat tenderizer
when you go to the beaches in the
future. It could save you a lot of time
— as well as pain to whomever may
have been stung. Your "first aid" kit
should cost about $4.00.
•••
We also delighted the little folk by
feeding the seagulls from the cottage
porch, tossing bread balls into the air
and marveling at the way the birds
swoop in and catch them in the air,
but we learned something new this
year. They don't like rye bread.
After nabbing one or two balls of
this, they spit them out, shriek a
chorus or two and fly away, disappearing over the san dunes. Other
breads they seem to love.
•••
Ne, it wasn't as hot on the beaches
as iratietparently .has been here at
home. The first thing that greeted us
as we came into town was Bank of
Murray's 93 temperature reading at
4th and Main.
We knew then we were home. Our
family time together was all over, all
too quickly, but still something to
which we will look forward for next

summer.oughts

in season

By Ken Wolf
Americans have frequently been
criticized for being too conformist;
too willing to follow the latest
"fashion" in intellectual as well as
social life. Here is a concise statement of that criticism from H. L.
Mencken 11880-19561, writing in an
essay on "The American Language"
in
1919
A new fallacy in politics
spreads faster in the United
States than anywhere else on
earth, and so does a new
fashion in hats, or a new revelation of God, or a new means of
killing time, or a new shibboleth, or metaphor, or piece of
slang.
One effect of this. Menck'en believed, was to make our language very
flexible — and larger, as we created
and adopted many new words to
describe our new enthusiasms.
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looking back in Murray's past
Ten years ago
Work is progressing on the construction of an addition of four new
classrooms on the west side. of
Calloway County High School.
Laura Lee Fones, daughter of Mr.
ad Mrs. Harold Fones, Chuck
Williams, son of MI and Mrs. Hilton
Williams, and Gail Tucker, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tucker, won
honors at the Kentucky 4-H Talk
Meet at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington

Births reported include a boy to
Greer Houston, junior division,
Mr. and Mrs Paul Fleming and a boy
niece of Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Houston.
to Mr. and Mrs. James Ray Phelps,
won baton twirling contest in a
both on July 18
•"twirling runoff" over Paula Allbritten, senior division, daughter of Mr.
.
Twenty years ago
and Mrs. B.C. Allbritten. at MurrayBeale Outland was named to a new
Calloway County Jaycee Fair, Jan
term on the Murray Power Board by
Jones, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Conthe Murray City Council.
rad H. Jones, was runnerup in junior
Deaths reported include James
division and June Ryan. daughter of
Vickell Dixon, Gary Mitchell Dixon
Mrs. Faye Ryan. was runnerup in
and Charles Marvin Dixon. infant
senior division.
triplett sons born July 19, and Harvey
Thirty years ago
King,87.

Wells Parker Owen became
Calloway County's 4-H Club Champion Tractor Driver in a rontest on
July 19 at Murray City Park.
A special feature story about
Chester Martin who works at Bank of
Murray and Rudy's Restaurant is
published today The story was writ•
ten by Lochie Faye Hart.
Complete air conditioning will
make appearances in American
automobiles for the first time next
year

•
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Coming community events listed
Thursday,July 22
SIDS i sudden death
syndrome i Group will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and alive
Streets. This is Fir all
parents who have lost an
infant or child through
sudden death, accident or
illness.
Wranglers Riding Club
will have a business meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the riding
club.
Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and
Auxiliary are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at
Legion Hall.

Friday, July 23
Friday, July 23
Playhouse in the Park, at 8 30 pm at Woodlands
Murray-Calloway County Nature ('enter.
Park Call 759-1752 for information
Saturday.July 24

Sunday,July 25
a 106th anniversary program at 3 p.m. Dinner
will be served at 2 p.m

Arnvets Auxiliargy Post
Potluck supper will be
at 6 p.m. at Brooks 45 will have a fund raising
Chapel United Methodist dinner from 5 to 7 p.m.
Church. Following will be followed by a dance at
revival service and post at Paris Landing,
Tenn. For information
special singing.
call Jackie Lee, 753-8703.
Swim party and picnic
for preschool through
Alcoholics Anonymous
kindergarten will be from and Alanon are scheduled
10 a.m. to noon at Murray to meet at 8 p.m. in
Country Club. Each western portion of
member may invite one Livestock and Exposition
guest. Each is to bring a Center, College Farm
sack lunch.
Road.

Wodesboro club
meets in home
Pownee Bedwell

Hazel and Douglas
Junior Golf will be at 9
a.m. and Couples Tennis Centers will be open from
at 6 p.m. at Murray Coun- 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
try Club.
"Aesop's Eatables"
will be presented by Community Theatre at 8 p.m.
in Playhouse in the Park,
Murray-Calloway County
Park. For information
call 759-1752.
Friday,July 23
Second night of
"Aesop's Eatables" by
Community Theatre will
be presented at 8 p.m. in

I.

IF YOU COULD
LOSE WEIGHT
BY YOURSELF
YOU
WOULD HAVE
BY NOW.

Kentucky Lake
Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway Public Library.

DIET
CENTER.
Lose Weight!
And we'll teach you
how to keep 11 off!

CAll TODAY

—%753-00_2_y—

The Village
641 N. Murray, Ky.
753-0020

V/SA'

s

Community Theatre
will present "Aesop's
Eatables" at 8 p.m. in
Playhouse in the Park,
Murray-Calloway County
Park. For information
call 759-1752.

Events at Land Between the Lakes will inGospel singing featurclude The Universe of Dr. ing The Monarchs will be
Einstein at 8 p.m. at at 7 p.m. at Chestnut
Gplden Pond Visitors General Baptist Church.
Center and Night Visual
Luau at Oaks Country
Club has been cancelled.

QUICKLY. SAFELY
NATURALLY

Mon.-Fri. 85:30
Sot 10-2

Murray Squar-ANaders are scheduled to
dance at 8 p.m. at
Woodmen of World Hall.

By All Means

Go To

TOOFER
SALE
ENTIRE STOCK OF SUMMER

Men's Tennis will be at
Murray Country. Club
from 9 a.m. to noon.

Ho

Two lessons were
presented at the June
meeting of the
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club at the home of
Pawnee Bedwell.
Betty Palmer's lesson
was about "Talte A Look
At Storage." She stressed
the idea of discarding
belongings no longer
needed. Mrs. Palmer asked each one to give a
storage tip.
"Entertaining On A
Budget" was the lesson
given by Paula Palmer.
She said the key to successful entertaining is to
plan in advance and
make food ahead of time.
Paula Palmer also
reported on 4-H Club activities.
Other members present were Dixie Palmer,
Debbie Burchett, Gusts
Conner, Gladys Mitchell
and Ruby Burchett. A
visitor was Charlotte
Guaerneros.
Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Bedwell.
The club will meet
Wednesday. Sept. 15, in
the home of Betty
Palmer.

Dance for Murray Invitational Golf Tournament at Murray Country
Club will be in the evening with Jim and Sandy
Brannon as chairmen,
assisted by Red and
DEAR ABBY: Last
Janice Howe, Buddy and
Betty Buckingham and month I had a baby girl.
The baby's father and I
Chad and Betty Stewart.
are not married, but we
Events at Land Bet- have lived together for
ween the Lakes will in- over a year. Many people
clude "The Deer of LBL" sent us baby gifts,.but one
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands couple — friends of my
Nature Center and parents — sent us a wedLantern Tour at The ding gift as well as a baby
Homeplace-1850 at 8:30 gift!
I don't think we should
p.m.
keep the wedding gift, but
would the couple be ofSunday,July 25
fended if we returned it?
Homecoming will be at
I can, of course, undersMt. Carmel United
tand why they would
Methodist Church.
assume that we are married, but we aren't and
Program on "Nature's
don't have any plans to
Secrets" will be at 2 p.m.
be.
at Woodlands Nature
What would the proper
Center, Land Between way
to deal with this wedthe Lakes.
ding gift for a wedding
that never happened?
Wayman Chapel
ONE PRESENT TOO
A.M.E. Church, MANY
Mulberry and South
DEAR ONE: The couFourth Streets, will have
ple would probably be

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Tabers-Mitchell wedding scheduled
Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Tabers of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Starlyn Jo, to Guy P. Mitchell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
R.B. Mitchell, also of
Murray.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Usrey of
Kirksey, and of Mrs.
Christine Tabers of Murray and the late Rex
Tabers.
Miss Tabers is a
graduate of Murray High
School and attended Murray State University. She
is employed by Peoples
Bank of Murray.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mrs. C.
Lovell of Murray and the
late Chizze Lovell and of
the late Mr. and Mrs.
Fleet Mitchell.
Mr. Mitchell is a
graduate of Oakgrove
High School, Hattiesburg,
Miss. He is employed at
IKT-ALL Pro of Murray.
A private family
ceremony will be on
Saturday, Aug. 28, at 2
p.m. The wedding will be
at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Roberts,
Doran Road, Murray.

Storlyn Jo Tabers
to marry Guy P. Mitchell

more surprised than offended were you to return
their wedding gift.
However, since they are
friends of your parents,
and obviously don't know
very much about you, ask
your parents how to deal
with it.
DEAR ABBY: I am
desperate. After five
months of marriage, my
wonderful wife I'll call
her Jane) has left me.
Our marriage got off to a
very bad start when I lost
my temper on,our honeymoon and struck her. I
didn't beat her up or
anything, I just hit her a
couple of times in the
face. She wanted to
leave me then and
there, but I promised
never to lay a hand on
her again if she would
give me another chance.
She agreed and tried to
get me to go for counsel-

ing, but I thought I could
handle it alone.
Well, everything was
fine until three weeks ago
when I lost my temper
again and hit her. This
time she went home to
her mother and I haven't
heard from her since.
When I call, Jane's
mother refuses to let me
talk to her. I've gone to
the house, but I am not
allowed to see Jane. This
woke me up, so I went to
the pastor who married
us for counseling.
Abby, I love Jane and
she loves me, but her
mother is keeping us
a art I feel certain we
Ends Toniteei 15. 9 05
Disney's Tron (PG)

Factory iscount
Shoes

could work things out between us if I could just see
her. Jane's mother says
all Jane wants is out of
this marriage. You've got
to help me! I want my
wife back. Please tell me
how I can prove to Jane
and her mother that I
have learned my lesson.
LEARNED MY
LESSON
DEAR LEARNED:
Stick with your counseling. Your only hope will
be for your pastor to
plead your case with Jane
when he believes you've
really learned your
lesson. You can't expect
Jane to turn the other
cheek. She has only two,
you know.
DEAR ABBY: I am a
college student who is
troubled over a situation
with my former
girlfriend, Susan (not her
real name.
While we were dating, I
gave her my fraternity
pin as a symbol of our
,
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commitment to each
other. Since then, we
have stopped seeing each
other, and she refuses to
return my pin. I might
add, the pin is rather
costly.
I feel that the pin was a
"loan." and she obviously
feels otherwise. We
respect your opinion, and
ask whether you think the
pin should be returned.
PINLESS AT U.C.L.A
DEAR PINLESS:
Unless the rules have
changed, a man gives his
beloved his fraternity pin
to wear — not to keep. If
the "commitment" ends,
she returns the pin.

central c•ntisr 753-3314
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Hail and Atkinson vows said August wedding planned at center

Imes

Miss Sarah Alic•e Hail
and Timothy. Allen Atkin-son were married Satur(illy, June 5, at the Firac
Baptist Church of
I'aducah.
The Rev Itobeut White
performed the doublering ceremonv before an
altar arrangement of
brass candleabra w it h.
cathedral tap. ,
terspersed with ci...•1
greenery flanked bj
baskets of white gladioli
and white chrysan
themum.s.
A program of nuptial
Music was presented by
Mrs. Karin • Thomas.
organist: Miss Pennie
Flowers, pianist; Mrs
Roxie Jarvis; soloist arid
Daryl Smith,soloist.
The bride is the
daughter of Mrs. . Aline
Whitaker Hail of Gilbertsville, and the late
George Vaughn Hail Jr
She is the granddaughter
of Judge and Mrs. Sam
Whitaker and Mrs..
Margaret Hail of Stanford.
The groom is the son of
James Russell Atkinson
of Oh.
arleston, West Va.;
and the late Mrs. Vireinia
Arlene Atkinson.
The Bride
George Alford Swope,
uncle of the bride.
escorted the bride to the
altar.
Given in marriage by
her uncle and mother, the
bride wore a floor len'gth
gown of white chiffon and
re-embroidered Alencon
lace. The fitted bodice aycented in seed pearl;
featured a Queen Anne
neckline, long fitted'
sleeves and a chapel
length train. The
. cathedral length veil was
secured to a .wreath of
silk flowers.
The bride carried a
cascade of white
candlelight roses and
stephanotis.
Mrs. Mary Margaret
I.uker was her sister's
matron of honor. Her
Mot length gown Of ituSty
rose quiana featured a fitted bodiite jeith a
• blousson --waiffilne and
long straighl:yeeves. A
larrow band' of
!andlelight lace accented
:he collar. She carried a
bouquet of silk flowers.
Bridesmaids were Miss
Marsha Ann Beaton of
Paducah and Mrs. Laura
Lee Speaks of Stanford.
Their gowns were
fashioned after that of the
honor attendant.
Flower girl was Miss
Erin Harwell. Master
Robert Toy was the
ringbearer.
The groom chose John
To of Paducah as best
man. Groomsmen were
Jeffrey Oakley and Gay le
McLeod of Paducah.
Ushers were Michael
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Mr and Mrs. V 1.
Haliburton of
Hopkinsville announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Betty, to
Bruce McManus, son of
Mrs. Mary Frances
Thompson of Murray and
the late Wayne
McManus.
The bride-elect, a 1977
graduate of Hopkinsville
High School, received her
associate in nursing in
1979 from Hopkinsville
Community College and
her bachelor of science in
nursing in 1982 from Murray State University.
Miss Haliburton will be
employed at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mrs: Anna
Lois McManus of
Paducah and of Mr. and
Betty Holiburton
Mrs. Marvin Winchester
to marry BruceriAcMonus
of New Concord.
Murray State University. ray State University. It the ceremony.
Mr. Millpious is a 1978
The ,
.wedding will be will be on the second floor
Only out-of-town invitagraduate of Calloway solemnized on Friday, on the west
side of the tions will be sent. All
County High School and Aug. 13, at 8 p.m. at the building.
friends and relatives are
presently is a student at University Center,' MurA reception will follow invited to attend.

Mrs Timothy Allen Atkinson
James and Mare Luker, same miniature bride
brother-in-law of bride, and groom figurines that
both of Paducah, and decorated her parent's
Kenneth Whitaker Wall of wedding cake.
Danville, Cousin of bride.
Assisiting with the
Mr. l,uker and Mr. Wall reception were Mrs.
served as candlelighters. Joyce Kersey and Mrs.
For her daughter's Sharon Wilson.
wedding, Mrs. Hail chose
Servers were Mrs.
a floor length gown of, Charlene Swope of Stanmauve chiffon. She ford, Mrs.. Myra Munday
selected as her flower a and Mrs. Pauline Wall'of
white orchid.
•
•
Da'aville, and_ Miss
A reception was in the Carolyn Bunger, Miss
church .fellowship hall Jean Thompson, Miss
following the cereinony.
Nancy Tidwell and Miss
Introducing guests was Debbie Thoinpson, all of
the Rev. Robert Kersey', Paducah.
associate pastor of First
Miss Margaret Reid
Baptist Church.
presided at the guest
The bride's colonnade 'book. Rice bags were
cake was topped by the distributed by Misses An-

na Marie Toy, I.isa
Loacman and Leann
Lockman.
Hostess for out of tpwn
guests was Ms. Loretta
Whitaker, aunt of the
bride.
The bride is employed
by the Galloway County'
Board of Education. The
groom is employed by
Triangle Insulation Co.
The couple resides in
Paducah.

Baby run over by bulldozer comes out without major injuries
GREEN COVE,,SPRINGS, Fla. I API — An 18month-old baby run over
by a three-ton bulldozer is
back at home and doing
fine, to the amazement of
doctors and just about
everybody else.
"I have absolutely no
explanation of how that
child survived," said

sheriff's Lt. Derry Dedmon, who investigated
the accident. - We
couldn't even get our
hands under the tread."
Melvin McCall, a 34year-old truck driver,
recalled his horror when
he first discovered he had
accidentally rolled a
bulldozer over his son,

Dewey.
"His little eyes bulged
out." McCall said. "That
is what I can't get away
from now, it hurts so bad.
He looked so flat. He just
looked like he was spread
out all over the ground."
Dewey survived with
only a few tread marks on"
his back and a cut on his

head. He . was released
from Clay Memorial
Hospital last Friday after
being held for two days of
observation.
Hospital administrator
Steven Hitt said Monday
that doctors had no
medical explanation for
the child's survival.
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Cleaver and Fielder vows solemnized
Miss Lisa Cleaver,
daughter of Mr, and Mrs.
Hoyt Cleaver, Jr.. Alma,
and David Fielder, son of
Mr. and Mrs. George L.
Fielder, Murray, were
married Saturday. June
19, at 6 p.m at the First
United Methodist Church
in Murray. Dr Walter
Mischke officiated at the
ceremony with John Dale
assisting.
A program of nuptial
music was presented by
Kathy Cleaver, organist,
Jimmy Burkeen, soloist.
and Genii Wilson, flutist.
The Bride
The bride, given in
marriage by her parents,
wore a sleeveless dress of
crystal quiana knit trimmed in silk venise lace.
The dress featured a fit:ed bodice of reembroidered venise lace
and seed pearls. The skirt
featured numerous tiny
pleats and a watteau
chapel length train.
She wore a fingertip
mantilla headpiece of silk
bridal illusion trimmed in
matching silk venise lace
and seed pearls.
Pam Glisson served as
maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Penny
Lockhart and Gene

Mr and Mrs David Fielder
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Sad Boat Race
Junctoon of the Oho and Tennessee Rivers. Noble
Cat Sailboats ROrn the Don Sail Club of Kentucky
Lake and other Sailboats and Sail Boards
also weknome(Oluo River
Flinn, Puppet Comny
pa /Dick RIch
Mame Show-Paducah PuhaAb
!ney
Para Sail Demonstration by Skoers
Fran Moor's Resort on Kenturty Lake ...
Greased Poke Contest
Cash for Grabs River!'root
Cram River Swim
Frarn Illmou to Kentucip landing between
Kentucky Avenue and Broadway

TUESDAY. 1171.1
(11
(doom Puppet Company /Chirit Rich
Marie Shoe
Surer Cluck.
Bobble Gun,Drop and Sky Drve-JeUm
Field
Senor
., Citizens Dinner - 62 SO Nutrition Centre-H C Mathes Drove
Ilw Mel Jun Famoly Rand Berea II,
The ben of Itbsegran".Roverfront
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lbeerfroal Sam
N04404Plane Ran Ober Paducah
OM* balky Anat.Barkley Fold
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Palms Poppet Camay/M. Rah

the
home of Mrs. Annie
Nance. Hostesses were
Mrs. Nance, Mrs. Dot
McNabb, Mrs, Dortha
Jones, Mrs. Ruby Herndon, Mrs. Clara Nell Furches, Mrs. Virginia
Swann, Ms. Martha
Guier. Mrs. Sharilyn
A

3,61p m

71111pen

was

at

Bank

of

Murray.

Hostesses were Ms. Zandra

Morris, Mrs. Sonia

Thomason, Mrs. Debbie
I.assiter,
Miller,

Mrs.

and

Renee

Mrs.

Pat

Latimer.
A personal shower was
by Pam Glisson,

given

Penny Lockhart and Mrs_
Anna Lou Coleman.

Angela J. Rickman, Rt. 7, Murray, has been -named to the Spring Quarter Provost's Honor List at
Ball State University, Muncie, Ind. She was one of
four Kentucky students named.
To qualify for the Provost's Honor List, an
undergraduate must earn a grade point average of
3.6 to 4.0 and carry 12 or more hours of acadmeic
work for college credit.

a selection of
photographs drawn from research and an exhibition done by Ellsworth Taylor of Lexington. They

The

Marce3
Robert

will be on exhibit in meeting room of Calloway
Public
.
Library through. Wednesday, Aug. 4. Hours
open to the public are from 9 a.m. to 5 a.m.

Jr., wi

Saturdi
p.m.

The folk-primitive traditions are as strong in Kentucky as anywhere else in the country. Objects

Dr.

- ficiatec

double-

progral

catalog of the exhibition at a cost of $4 is available
from Kentucky Arts Commission, 302 Wilkinson St.,

present
White.

Frankfort, Ky.,40601.
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Kenlake Singers will be performing at the

Kenlake Amphitheatre at Kenlake State Park on
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Partners will have a card party on Friday, July 23,

on

The

at 8 p.m. at the American Legion Hall, Legion

directe

Drive, Paducah. Persons should bring cards and

Thoma,
snacks.

Pare:

All single parents are invited to attend. Eligible
for membership are all single parents by reason of

Mr
Hal Mi
Dr. am
are

death, divorce, legal separation or never married.
Fr,r information call 1-554-0222 or 1-224-2674.

PRAYER ROOM
The Capitol prayer
room for members of
Congress has a stainedglass window, the center
of which shows George
Washington

i

Baptist

represented in the exhibition range from a house
shaped like a goose by G. Stacy, Wabaco, to the
religious carvings of Edgar Tolson, Campton. A

The

McClure, president,
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Luau at Oaks cancelled
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homed by Friends al Ne ArtGibbet
Broadway/Draw'. Balks

2 Mum

A surprise party was at
the

Bridal Events

"Folk Art Of Kentucky" is

The luau at the Oaks Country Club scheduled for
Saturday, July 24, has been cancelled due to the
pool being closed. The event will be rescheduled at
a later date, according to Maurita Livers and Kay
Latimer,chairmen.

12:164:114 no

2•11p no

tion

Greater Paducah Chapter of Parents Without
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A
household showet
was at the Almo Church
of Christ, hosted by the
ladies of the congrega-

of Beth Broach, aunt of

members and interested persons to attend.

,

Broadway

classroom

Hospital.

India,.PADUCH

groom's

the groom.

Oaks golf winners named
The team of Connie Spann, Carolyn Caldwell and
Tabitha Johnson won first with a score of 37 at
ladies day golf play at Oaks Country Club on
Wednesday. The team of Sue Wells, Sherry Mohon
and Grace James had low putts. Mrs. James was
golf hostess.
Bridge was played with Hazel Beale as hostess. A
ladies day luncheon was served with Barbara
Wildey and Linda Feltner as chairmen.

District 17, Unit I, of licensed Practical Nurses

al mail an collages by

the

Wisehart.

Angelo Rickman named

Mr. and Mrs. Mike Shankle, Cottage Grove,
Tenn., are the parents of a son, George Scott,
weighing seven pounds. born Tuesday, July 6, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is
the former Diane Garrett.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Shankle and Mrs. Modelle Garrett and the late
Robert Garrett of Paris, Tenn.

will meet Monday. July 26. at 7 p.m. in the third

EVERYONE WELCOME

by

parents was at the home

George Scott Shankle born

Nurses will meet Monday •

Derck

NEW STUFF'

I
-Ore
hoeheofHp.r r
Itioer

hosted

at Friday night service.

131.744 1

*RA*

The rehearsal dinner,

tonight and Friday. The Neighbors Quartet will sing

HEY WARD ROBERTS, PASTOR
WILLIAM B. MILLER, SONG LEADER

"Welcome to the 16th Annual
SUMMER FESTIVAL
Friday, July 23 thru Sunday, Aug. 1

Mrs. Fielder now reside
at 709-A Olive, Murray.
Rehearsal Dinner

datebook

A potluck supper at 6 p.m. with precede the
revival service at 7:30 p.m. at Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church on Friday, July 23. The
Rev. Charles W. Davis is speaker at the services for

Ky
f°fleetly it Wei

Dor-Mae
Fashions

register. Ashley Cleaver,
niece of the bride,
distributed the rice bags.
The wedding was
directed by Cindy
Cleaver.
Reception
A reception followed
the ceremony in the
fellowship hall of the
church. Pattie Moody
directed the reception.
Serving the guests at
the reception were
Sharilyn Wisehart, Beth
Broach and Vicki Jones.
After the reception the
couple left for a wedding
trip to Florida. Mr. and

Brooks Chapel plans supper

EVANGELIST
WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN

Everything For
Summer Marked
Down

Wilson, sister of the
bride They wore identical dresses of aubergine
crepe candide georgette
Barry Travis served as
best man with Scott
Hourigan and Kenneth
Cleaver as groomsmen.
Ushers were Max and
Kenneth Cleaver, both
brothers of the bride.
The groom wore a solid
white tuxedo with tails.
All the men attendants
wore gray tuxedoes with
white pleated shirts trimmed in aubergine.
Marcia Fielder, sister
of the groom, kept the

in
the

ward El

Lora Ashley Hendrix born

r.i

Mn. and Mrs. Tommy Hendrix, 905 Pierce St.,
Paris, Tenn., are the parents of ,a daugher, Lana
Ashley, weighing eight pounds one ounce, born
Thursday, June 17. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Roxanne Martin.

glass around Washington

Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. E.B. Hendrix and

are the words, "Preserve
me 0 God,for in Thee do I

Mr. and Mrs. Quentin Martin, all of Paris. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Verner Martin of

put my trust."

Paris and George Erickson of Kansasville, Wisc.
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9 WEST Reg to $4000
HIPPOPOTAMUS Reg to $4500
GLORIA VANDERBILT Reg 55200
STANLEY PHILLIPS091 Reg to S7000
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ARMY
FORCE

AIR

HOMETOWN

NEWS - Col. Archie D.
Pollock 'Jr.

son

of

Catholene Pollock of 105
N. Cherry St., Greenville,

has

graduated from the

U.S. Army War College,
Carlisle Barracks,Pa.
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ficers of all the services,
as well as civilian officials of the Federal
Government,for top level
command and staff positions with the armed
forces

throughout

the

world.
He received a master's
degree

in

1970

from

Baylor University, Waco,
Texas.
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Offer Goat Today
Through Sunday July 25

Captain D's,
seatuod EI hamburgers
...like you like it!

His wife, Clara, is the
daughter of Sylva Atkins
of 1303 Wells Blvd., Murray, and Dr. N.M. Atkins
of 3232 N.-29th St., Waco,
Texas.
DOCTORS
More than 70 percent of
all doctors in the Soviet
Union are women.
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Miller and Daniel wedding vows said
A three-tiered wedding
Bridal events
centered the bride's honor of the bride urn :
table where punch also ed
was served.
A household shower
Serving the guests were was given by Mrs Wilma
Mrs. Donna Holmes. Mrs. Beatty, Mrs
Ruth
Patricia Hutson and Mrs. Eversmeyer, Mrs. Mar1.kinita Malcolm.
tha Pitman and Mrs
Rehearsal supper
Dorothy Jenkins.
A barbecue cookout
A personal shower
was the setting fur the given by Mrs. I.a
rehearsal supper given Malcolm, Mrs. Patricia
by the groom's parents.
Hutson and Mrs. Janice
Bridal events
Wilkinson.

hold shower
Almo Church
aosted by the
he congregaparty was at
of Murray
vere Ms ZanMrs. Sonia
Mrs. Debbie
Mrs. Renee
d Mrs. Pat

Lowery-Thompson
wedding scheduled

al shower was
Pam Glisson,
:hart and Mrs
oleman

Mr,and Mrs. Clarence E. Lowery of Paducah announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Tracie, to Jeff Thompson, son of
Mr. and Mrs, John Thompson of Boaz.
Miss Lowery is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Lowery and of Mrs. Beatrice
Johnson and the late Recie Johnson, all of Paducah.
Mr. Thompson is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Dolphus Wilson of Almo, and of the late Rev. and
Mrs. Ernest Thompson.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday.
Aug. 7, at 7 p.m. at Trinity Baptist Church.
Paducah. A reception will follow at the church.
friends and relatives are invited to attend.
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Mr. andMrs. Robert Edword Daniel, Jr.
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The wedding of Miss
Marcey Anne Miller and
Robert Edward Daniel.
Jr., was solemnized' on
Saturday. June 12, at 6:30
p.m. at the Memorial
Baptist Church.
Dr. Jerrell White officiated at the candlelight
double-ring ceremony. A
program of music was
presented by Mrs. Oneida
White.
The vows were read
before a large arrangement of gladioli, carnations and baby's breath
which was set off with
palms. On each side of
the altar were two walnut
candela brd holding 12
candles each. Arrangements of carnations, daisies and baby's
breath further enhanced
the scene.
The wedding was
directed by Mrs. Gina
Thomas.
Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. James
Hal Miller of Hazel and
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Edward Daniel, Sr.. of Murray

The bride
The bridle dress was
made by her grandmother, Mrs. Eunice
Shendock. It was a formal gown of illusion lace
designed with a molded
bodice of illusion lace
featuring a Queen Anne
neckline and leg-a mutton sleeves. The aline satin skirt fell from
the empire waistline and
was edged with illusion
lace. A semi-cathedral
train, also of satin, was
edged with illusion lace.
She wore a single
strand of pearls and matching earrings which were her grandmother's.
Her fingertip length veil
was attached -to a satin
headpiece decorated with
pearls.
The bride carried a
cascade of silk white carnations, daisies and
baby's breath.
Miss Stacy Lynn
Miller, sister of bride,
was maid of honor and
the bride's only attendant.
She wore a floor length

dress of white lace accented with blue and
mauve flowers. Her blue
sun hat with a satin ribbon was set off with
daisies and baby's
breath. She carried a silk
bouquet of blue carnations, daisies and. baby's
breath.
Mike Daniel, brother of
groom, was best man.
Billy _Howard and Greg
Latta Were ushers.
The groom wore a
white tuxedo with a blue
silk rose boutonniere. The
best man and ushers
woere baby blue tuxedoes
with carnation • boutonnieres.
The bride's mother
wore a floor length dress
of blue chiffon. The
groom's mother was attired in a floor length
dress of peach quiana
knit.
Mrs. Pauline Johnson
presided at the guest
register.
Reception
A reception followed in
the fellowship hall Of the
church.
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(NO COUPONS NECESSARY)
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Beef Tips, Rice 8 Mushroom Gravy
8 Our 35 Item Salad Bar
BOTH FOR ONLY

599
2

For Dining With Us Between
The Hours Of 3 p.m. 8 10 p.m.
Everyone with a meal purchase gets a FREE!
35 Item Salad Bar
U.S.D.A. Choice 5 oz. Sirloin- ONLY S
With Salad Bar

ONLY $

9

99

YOU SAVE $1.29

8 oz. Chop Sirloin, Choice of Potato, Texas
Toast, Mushroom Gravy and/or Onions 8
Peppers, 35 Item all you can eat Salad Bar.

901-644.1003 i
324•C Tyson Ave., Paris, TN
,.4wwwo.wwwmmnww.o.wwwimwwwi.www........awww,..1

$199
ALL FOR ONLY

gihi

His 8 Her Night
2-7 oz. Sirloins, 2-35 Item Salad Bars

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

2 Drinks

959

S
ONLY

Save Over 52.00

Saturday 8 Sunday we will have
5 STEAK 8 SALAD combinations each
1979 Cherolet — C70
w,th Grn,,, Berl &
was 514,200.00
now 13,800.00

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

UNDER THE PRICE OF

4.•

753-2617
6415.
totimiy •

$400

A Real Saving For You!
Come On Down 8 Try Them Out
NO COUPONS NECESSARY

GIN

NO COUPONS NECESSARY
GZHERAI. NOTORS PARTS DIVISION
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50%

TO THE BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

Yes, August 1st, 1982 we'll be moving to the
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center in Murray
& we're going out with a bang...
HURRY
we'd rather sell our inventory
FOR BEST
Clusters, Solitaires, Bridal Sets,
than move it !II
SELECTIONS!
Wedding Bands, Cocktail Rings,
AT LEAST...
Sapphire & Rubies With Diamonds
Pendents & Diamond Earrings! I.

0

ALL DIAMONDS

OFF
ALL 14K. CHAINS,

/I&
al1aa Al
*

OFF

CHARMS & BRACELETS!!!

111

hie D.
ick, Jr.
1 the services,
s civilian ofthe Federal
it, for top level
and staff posir the armed
roughout the

50%
OFF
ALL FAMOUS NAME
WATCHES
Seiko...Citizens...
Whittenauer...

ALL ASSORTED JEWELRY
14K Earrings Fashion Jewelry
Key Chains Necklaces
Krementz Fine Jewelry
&Art Carved
Wedding Bands

zed a master's
1 1970 from
versity, Waco,

, Clara, is the
Sylva Atkins
Us Blvd., Murr. N.M. Atkins
29th St., Waco,

"NOTHINt HELD BACK-* ALL BANK CARDS ACCEPTED
.90 DAY CHARGES(50% DOWN).90 DAY LAYAWAY(20% DOWN)

BELAIR SHOPPING CENTER MURRAY, KY
OPEN DAILY 10.00 TIL 6:00 ERIDAY NIGHT TIL 8.0(Th

,•

.

KEE* AKE EXCI DED
*

4

COPY AVAILABLE

BUY NOW
FOR ALL FUTURE
GIFT OCCASIONS
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- Videocassette Rentals —

For Your Shopping.pleasures the
Golden Corral Has just
issued its Weekly Shopping Guide
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personalities

by marjorie m. major

Elderhostel program provides activities for senior citizens
the t ourth coilsecutive sununer, MSU is
serving as host to a group
of 35 Senior Citizens
under the umbrella called
Elderhostel This concept
of "continued growth
For

and elt-'11 .
, It)
Acit.1
necessary to keep people
alert as they grow older.
Atlantic Richfield Co. is
also a sponsor of this idea
and paid for the publication of the national
brochure called simply
ELVERHOSTEL
1‘.1975, five New
Hampshire institutions
offered progams to 200
pioneer Elderhostelers.
Since then the growth has
been dramatic. From
2,000 hostelers in 1976, to
4,800 in 1977, on to 7,200 in
1978 and then 12,000 in
1979. In 1980 the program
-exploded" with 319 participating institutions in'
50 states serving 20.000
persons. fh 1981
400

with age was the brainchild of Marty Knowlton.
a well-known social activist, philosopher,
educator and world
traveler who believed
that mental stimulation

What the Past call Tell mg degree. lie lived iii St. will go to atteliti hirer
institutions ui
KENTUCKY
Canada, Great Britain Us - If We Listen." Too. Louis 76 years but after others. With a month's
PARTICIPANTS
Scandinavia
par- there will be a field trip to his wife's death, he mov- bus ticket which allows
and
Five members of the
ticipated and ac- see Western Kentucky ed to Marshalltown, Iowa unlimited transportation group are from Ken35,000
forests and lakes as ex- where his son lived — but within the time limit, she tucky. From Sharpsburg
commodated over
people.
plained by a now the son has moved is off to see the country. are Della Ray Rawlings
Our IA. Gov. Martha knowledgeable biologist. elsewhere but he has via Greyhount in the and Dorothy Ramey who
Layne Collins serves on
decided to stay put.
most reasonable way described herself as a
EVENING
the Kentucky Advisory
Others from St. Louis possible. From Leesburg. retired "farrner-ette."
ACTIVITIES
Committee and hostelers
HAVE "CLASS" TOO
are Albert and Joan FL are Bill and Louise Edgar and Marcella
In interviewing these Grabel. He was a CPA Paquette. He retired Cossavella are from
are fortunate to be coining to MSU and openly at- guests, one realizes these and founder of Grabel, from Union Carbide Co. Louisville where he was
test to this statement. people could not be so Schneiders & Co. — an ac- and she from teaching employed by Metal ProThe campus coordinator outgoing and active had counting firm. They are music in public schools.
cessors and their hobbies
is Dr. Philip Deaver who they not a sense of adven- active in community afAlice and Robert are photography and bird
is the Director of (7ontinu- ture and love of learning. fairs such as community Friedberg are from Bay , watching Maxine Jones
ing Education. Courses Make no mistake about it, theatre, suicide preven- Harbor Islands, FL They Clark is a friend of the
offered this week include they take their classes tion and child care are both retired Kopperuds and she was
a serainer on -Right ver- seriously even though no centers. Another couple educators from New formerly an Associate
sus Wrong: the tests nor grades are in- from St. I.ouis are York City —, he was a Professor at Paducah
esychology of Morali- volved and they compli- Jerome and Lorraine teacher and she was a Community College after
ty"and along hi,storicul ment the MSU professors Wallis who are attending Guidance Counselor. receiveing an MA degree
I i tws a discusTdon on who teach the classes. In their third Elderhostel They have two sons — one at MSU...This is her fifth
addition, there will be a program — the others be- 'a radiologist and the Elderhostel experience,
visit to see a play at Com- ing in Cedar Falls, IA and other is engaged in the others being five
munity" Theatre-in-the- Las'Vegas. They are also forestry service in times in Hawaii and once
Park.
active in community and California and they plan each in Virginia.
THESE ARE THE
church affairs. .
to visit.him next month. Missouri and Illinois. She
Several of the visitors Edward and Julia Levy is an avid traveler and
. PARTICIPANTS
Most of the are from Florida who were originally • from she has made two trips to
Elderhostelers are said they came here "to Queens, NY but after he China and plans a third
retired but a few are escape the heat." When it retired 19 years ago from for this October to visit
about 60 and some are in was mentioned that its U.S. Postoffice, they the excavations of an antheir 80's. An example of not cool here, they moved to Tamarac, FL, cient army portrayed
a "youngish" 60 year old replied, "Oh, but its not Lucile Congrill is from with statues
still working is Ruth humid like Florida in the San Antonio, TX.
alter 3
New-town &leen,
,
WELCOME WAGON tall.
Compton of Audubon, summer." Henrietta and
OTHER
REQUIREMENTS FOR
As WELCOME WAGON Repre‘entative.
N.J., who is Accouts Charles Bernbilt live in
HOSTELEFIS
ELDERHOSTELINg
it's My ph to help you make the most 01
Dept. Manages for West Palm Beach. He
Lynette Warren and
ARE FEW
your new neighborhood. Shopping areas
Chicago Title Insurance was a "traveling Jessie Bell I.ewis, who .For anyone 60 years of
Community opportunities. Special attracCo. office in Cherry Hill, salesman" for 24 years are friends of I.ouise age or with a spouse
tions Lots of tips in save you time and
of
N.J. Also from Audubon for one of the large Swann, are both retired that age, Elderhosteling
money. .
is Anna Stroup who works -distributors of electronic teachers from
Plus a basket of gilts for your tamils
Chapel is for you. Whether one
'I'll Ae listening for your call
.
for Haddon Heights, N.J. components. She was an Hill, NC and they find only finished grade
Board of Education. Executive Secretary their teachers and lec- school or holds a PhD
Typical of the older group prior to her retirement in turers here 'an o r e degree, a program of this
iffignatilirt
Mary .
is Sam Sar_nple who 1974. Presently she is stimulating than at other kind offers
intellectual
Flgeborg Kint4
Hamilton
graduated in 1924 from Editor of the Sisterhood universities and these stimulation and physical
Kathryn Outland 75.3-3079
Asst.
Asst.
Univeristy of Illinois With Bulletin in her Jewish alert women are certain- adventure for elder'
Hostess
753-5570
a Mechanical Engineer- congregation which is a ly in a position to judge. citizens on the move*
,
?
monthly publication and From Winston-Salem, NC There are no tests
of
mailed to over 1.000 is Louise Dalton who grades but the intermiron. Your Bagley Pharmacist:
'members. You can be retired as Secretary to ingling with - people friarn
How to transfer your
sure Elderhosteling will the Chancellor of North other 'areas whose work
be praised.
Carolina School of the experience may. be difprescription
Eva and Harold Wiener Arts.
.
It's easy to transter your prescription to Bailey•.
ferent provides an • easy
you simply bung your 0reScrpUn
also live in West Palm
For Marian Humpel, means of exchange—of
bottle 10 Begley's or
phone in your prescript., number and you! Begley
Beach. Last week they at- this is her
ideas.
Pharrnacrst all ck, the r,eCaSaIy telephoning In your
tended Elderhostel week Elderhostel week. She is • The week of July 25-31
doctor
at University of Tenn. at from Median, OH.
We have low everyday pcescrrption prices And we
will conclude MSU's
p•criptityl to'' • •••• '• '
invite you to once
Chattanooga but the food
Mr. and Mrs. Quentin hosting for this year. The
and accommodations are T. Brown of Scotch program next week in•
better at MSU. One ad- Plains. NJ retired May, 1 cludes all meals, lodging,
vantage there thodgh was after his 40 years with study and socializing
for
a visit to the Knoxville 'Western Electric Co. To- only $150.00 which is a
World's Fair.
day was his birthday so. REM, bargain. There is
Edith Kahn of Miami .of course, at this social room for a few more par:
Beach attends several gathering he was sung to ticipants so hurry, hurry
Elderhostels each sum- and wished many happy ,and join up by calling
mer. and from here she returns of the day.
Philip nCill'er at 762-4220.

or pecia s
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1982 98 Olds Regency Sedan, Loaded,
'Company Car.'
1982 Olds Cutless, 4 door. sedan, "Driver
Ed. Car",fully equipped.
1982 Chevrolet Celebrity, Sedan, Low
mileage,"New car trade in".
1979 Pontiac Bonneville, 4 door Sedan, well
equipped, one owner."New car trade in."

Getting
settled
made
- simple.

1979 Olds Cutless Coupe, Locally owned.
'New car trade in".
1978 Buick LeSabre,4 door, Locally owned,
New car trade in".
1977 Olds Regency, 4 door, Sedan Loaded,
Black as a crow and sharp as a Briar".
•
1974 Chevrolet Caprice. 4 door. Sedan 995
special.
1965 Chevrolet Pick-up, Good little knock
around truck.
Several More Late Models To Choose From.
Sods Po.. Cod..
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M
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106 West Illam-153-5319
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Central Shop ing Center

26.

Scott

Armour

Feudor

Paper Towel

Treet
Smoked flavoring added
12o, can

d• Riitterscoodl 4', or bag

Lite

Jumbo Roll
in AsSorted Colors

,11)(31\,1

Lighter
This disposable lighter never needs
achuSting, Et gives over 2000 lights

Reg

59'

Friday's Seafood Buffet
includes Salad Bar
5:30 p.m. To 10 p m

'Beauty Aids

a.."

••

Health Care

$777

Liquid Make-Up

Chlor-Trinteton

Sunday Country Buffet
1130 a.m. To 3 p.m.
includes Salad Bar, 4 Meat's
Vegetables, Desert

WORT
,RIGHTS RESERV

Lawn chair --44\

-ti

Chestnut St.
753-1314

Shrimp Boiled and Fried Frog legs,
Oysters, Clams, Scallops, and Farm
Raised Catfish including Potato,
Hushpuppies and Onion Rings.

hist $4.99
Beverage and Tao included

$9.98

Children under 12 $2.99
Children under _5 free

Ail MG,' RF,11,

g

la-damn Si" at :my S.,
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ChlorIrlmeton

Hibachi Grill

S..

Children under 12 $6.98
Monday Hamburger Plate With Fries $1.59
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Coloriplas

Foam
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$189

Geritol
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Air Mattress
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Alka-Seltzer

Garden Hose

$299
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AlkaSeltzer

Oscillating

Save Money with
Begley Products
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Special grand iury‘to investigate
Muhlenberg drug, beverage sales
GREENVII.LE, Ky.
I API - A special county
grand jury will be empaneled in August to investigate illegal sales of
narcotics and alcoholic
beverages in Muhlenberg
County.
Muhlenberg Circuit
Judge Bill Paxton signed
a court order for the jury
earlier this week. He
noted that prospective
jurors must be given a 30day notice before the
Aug.30 date to seat the
panel.
Paxton said the 12member panel will not
last longer than 90 days
but they would be given
full rein to investigate
any illegal dealings and
to probe how law enforcement and prosecution officials have handled the
problem.
In order to insure the
panel's independence,
Paxton said he has asked
the state attorney
general's office for a
special prosecutor to
guide the probe.
The panel will begin
meeting, regardless of
what happens in the county between now and the
end of August, Paxton
said.
The , order was in
response to personal
complaints made to him
by neighbors about the
'flagrant operation of the

two places named,,r Paxton said.
The order specifically
mentions "property
located at the end of
Broad Street in Central
City' occupied by Terrill
Embry and others; and
property located on
Youngstown Road occupied by Estil Johnson
and others."
The judge said he has
no complaints with law
enforcement officials or
prosecutors in the county,
but "the grand jury may
think otherwise. We'll let
them tell us what Oxy
think."
Muhlenberg County Attorney Ken Kusch said he
was "just delighted" with
the order.
"It's one of the finest
moves I've ever seen
made," Kusch said. "I'd
like to see an independent
grand jury come in and

Wayman Church to observe anniversary

utak uurtt+ bitaikktay.. July
ask ..any questions they 25, 1982, at '3 p m.
can think o/ to ask randt Wayman Chapel African
tell the law enforcement Methodist Episcopal
people, and that includes Church, located at
myself, just what it is Mulberry and South
that they want to see Fourth Streets, Murray,
will celebrate its 106th
done," Kusch continued
birthday anniversary.
The judge said he "sort
The Rev, W.T. Atkins,
of suggested" to Compastor of Ailens Chapel
monwealth's Attorney
African Methodist
Dan Cornette and Kusch Church,
Paris, Tenn., will
that "in order to have an
be the speaker. Dinner
unquestioned investigawill be served at 2 p.m.
tion, I thought it ought to
The presiding pastor,
be handled by someone
the Rey. William J. Pratt,
outside."
said "we are the oldest
Cornette could not be black church in Calloway
reached for comment.
County. It is in memory
Paxha said he is not of those who made so
concerned that the nam- many sacrifices when
ing of two suspects in the times were tough that we
grand jury order itself hold this celebration.
will cause them to flee.
"Those people worked
"If they closed down their fingers to the hone
their operations and mov- together in love and a
ed to other parts of the true faith, toiling and
country, it would suit me struggling. Sometimes
just fine," he said

they dui out lukow *away
their next nickel would
come from but with faith
and the Grace of God.
they overcome.
"We are so proud of
those faithful ones who
made it possible for us today to have a place like
this for so many years to
worship. This day will be
celebrated in honor those.
our faithful brothers and
sisters in The Ldrd."
Pratt, who resides in
Hazel, has written a brief
history of the church
which is as follows:
'The first African
Methodist Episcopal
Church was established
in Calloway County in the
late 1870's by the Howard
brothers, who came to
this'county and erected a
frame building for the
black Methodists.
''The African
Methodist Episcopal

Church is the oidest black
church organization in
America And as a tribute
to one, of its most
vigorous, effective and
successful church
organizers and expansionists of the early days
Bishop A.W. Wayman,
the seventh Bishop of the
African Methodist
Church, Wayman Chapel,
was'narned for him.
"The first church was
destroyed by storm and
another church was built
at the present site. A few
years later, it was
destroyed by fire. The
Rev Goode was sent as
pastor. Another church
had to be built: this time
a basement was dug and
a large building erected.
"In 1890, the Rev.
Jacobs was sent as
pastor. On Feb. 3, 1893, a
cyclone hit Calloway
County and Wayinan

Tobacco supports reduced

chapel was once more ine1111.3efs whu were willdestroyed. The members ing to hold n to God's Unhad services in a school changihg Hand.
-To fail to mention the
house until they were
names of some of the
able to build again.
"In 1903 another frame members such as the
church was built which Rev. J.A. Hudspeth, the
also burned and was Rev. T.W. Dixon, G.
rebuilt in 1906. During the Blakemore, G. Grogan,
year of 1912, the church R. Howard, J. Ingram,
and parsonage was com- J.S.H. and M. Palmer
pletely destroyed by fire. would be Unjust to them
-The Rev. F.B. Scott and ourselves as well.
''We cherish the
was sent as pastor. Under
his leadership another memories of many of our
church was built. This members who have been
time the members found called to rest. Whose
themselves deeply in debt courage and service
which was cleared under made this beauiful
the leadership of the Rev. church possible. Some of
their names may be
Beatty.
"In February 1925 the found carved on the cormembers suffered the nerstone of this church.
"Today, only a few are
misfortune of having
their beautiful frame left to carry on in His
church again destroyed name but will carry the
by fire. The members of torch down through the
Wayman Chapel were ages of time. And then
faced once more with one day we shal all meet
having to build another again somewhere around
the throne when He calls
church.
"Under the leadership His own."
of the Rev. W.M. Caswell
and the help of the pastor
and members of the First
Methodist Church, the
present building was
NASHVILLE, Tenn,
erected-. The members AP - The Country
remained in debt for Music Association has anmany years.
,nounced the 15 finalists
•`•In 1945, the Rev. W.H. for its annual disc jockey
Joiner was sent to pastor of the year awards.
Wayman Chapel. And
One winner in each of
under his leadership the three categories will be
debt was paid, and the announced Oct.11 during
mortgage papers burned the nationally televised
in a special service, Country Music Associaassisted by the Rev. T.H. tion awards show at the
Mullins, pastor of the Grand Ole Opry House.
First Methodist Church.
The finalists were an'Today Wayman nounced Wednesday and
Chapel stands as a sym- include,
, in the ?mall
bol of love, sacrifice, ,rparket category, Al
faith, heartaches and Snyder, WNVL.
long hard struggle of its Nicholasville, Ky.

DJ finalists
announced

announced earlier for the
1982 crop of flue-cured.
That is a cut of 3.4 percent.
Officials said the reduction was authorized by
the new "No Net Cost
Tobacco Act," signed
Tuesday by Reagan. It
curtails taxpayer subsidies for-the tobacco program and authorizes
grower fees to finance the
operations.
The action related only
to flue-cured tobacco
which has been determinBOBBY WOLFF
ed to be in surplus.
Everett Rank, ad•
•
'NORTH
::s
ministrator of the depart• .Vothing is more sad than
•
.1
6
3
Members and friends of Wayman Chapel African
TO CELEBRATE
ment's Agricultural
the death of an illusion.- --*
•K 107
Arthur Koestler
Stabilization and Conser- Methodist Episcopal Church, Mulberry and South Fourth Streets, Murray, will
•K 4
vation Service, said the celebrate its 106th birthday on Sunday afternoon.
•A J 10 9
3.4 percent reduction also
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21,
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Pass
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pound from the loan adJune 30, 1982
Very accurate as far as
1
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ASSETS
declarers thoughts went.
Opening lead Spade four
MIL 'Thou.
to help cover overhead
but they didn't go far
.
1. Cash and due from depository institutions .
5 685
1
costs.
enough. After winning the
2. U.S.'Treasury securities .
*
.
Further, he said, flue24 394
..2
spade ace, declarer drew winners, but only if one can
. . . .
•
trumps and lost the club use them
cured farmers must
3. Obligations of other U.S Government agencies and corporations
3 489
.
3
finesse East led a spade to
agree to contribute three
4. Obligations of States and political subdivisigns in the Unittd States
4
9 865
.
West's queen and the
Bid with The Aces
cents for every pound of
5 All other securities .
5
None
marked diamond shift
tobacco marketed to a
6 Federal funds sold,and securities purchased under agreements to resell
through dummy's king South holds 7ii22-E3
5 000
"no net cost tobacco
spelled three down.
7. a. Loans. Total (excluding unearned income/
la
40 815
l
/
fund"
established
by
the
•
K
9
7
5
2
Declarer makes the hand
53
b. Less: allowance for possible loan losses
•
393
association
&/
/
M4
to
ensure
7b
the
if he allows East's spade
0 A Q 107
support program will
C. Loans. Net
7e
. .
40 422
king to win the first trick
•K
operate at no net cost to
East continues a spade to South
8. Lease financing receivables
8
Nore
North
taxpayers.
declarers ace but now West 14
2V
9 Bank premise's furniture and fixtures, and other assets representing tpank premises
1 218
•
9
can never get on lead.
Because of heavy pro10
10. Real estate owned other than bank premises
163
Trumps are drawn and the
duction, this year's prices
11 All other assets
I- 11
. .
.
club finesse loses but East ANSWER:Two no trump. for flue-cured tobacco are
2 341
can win only one diamond Do not bid three diamonds. expected to be lower than
12
•2 77
12. TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 thru 11)
trick Whether or not East If a two no trump rebid the
price-support level.
LIABILITIES
X
cashes the diamond ace shows extra values in your
13 Demand deposits of individuals partnerships. and corporations
13
10 248
•
doesn't matter, declarer can system, rebid the spade suit Under the complex program, the government
14. Time and savings deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations)
manage two diamond dis- as an alternative.
14
66 546
makes
price-support
--cards on dummy's long
15
-15. Deposits of United States Government
10
question% to The Ail,
dubs and the defenders get ',,'nSrr,dge
I Hos 1363. Dallas Terra. 7s22:, loans to farmers through
16
Deposits
of
States
16
subdivisions
and
political
States
112
in
,
the
United
5
only three tricks.
associalocal
marketing
with 'ell•ddressd ssieureed eneeliqe,
17
159
17. All other deposits
. . .
It's great to establish sure ler rep!,
tion:.
.
18
18_ Certified and officers' checks-. 1 074
19. Total Deposits (sum of items 13 thru 18)
19
83 149
19
13 280
•
•
a Total demand deposits
69 869 \
19
.
b Total time and savings deposits
Quarter Lb. Pure Ground
Noije
20
20. Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase
21. Interest-beating demand notes (note balances) issued to the US Treasury and
$2086
14 lb. Box
21
275
other liabilities for borrowed money
•
22
22 Mortgage indebtedness and liability for Capitalized leases
No
Frosty Acres
23
. . . .. ._ _ .
23. All other liabilities .- .
1 _606
' 24
• ils nil)
24 TOTAL LIABILITIES.(excluding subordinated notes and debentures) (sum of items 19 thru 23)
9
20 lb $ 1 75
25
. ,
25. Subordinated notes and debentures
Frosty Acres Purple Hulled
EQUITY CAPITAL
201b,S
3000
(par value)
300
, 26
a No shares outstanding
26. Preferred stock
16000
authorized
shares
Stock
,a.
Common
No
27.
Frosty Acres
325
13000
(par value)
27
b No shares outstanding
3 625
28
.
28. Surplus
20 lbs. $ 1
3 136
29
29. Undivided profits and reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves
Frosty Acres
7 386
30
- 30. 'TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 26 thru 29)
31
92 577
31. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 24. 2`5 and 30)
20 lb $
WASHINGTON AP The Agriculture Department said that price supports for this year's crop
of flue-cured tobacco
have been reduced six
cents a pound as a result
of new legislation signed
by President Reagan.
The average loan rate
was trimmed to $1.699 per
pound from the level of
$1.759, which had been

THE ACES'
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Field set for MCC golf tourney
Led by defending
champion ,Johnny
Quertermous of Murray,
a field of 170 golfers is expected to tee off Saturday
in the 23rd revewal of the
36-hole, medal play Murray Invitational Tournament on the 6,338-yard
M ui-ray Country Club
course.
In winning last year's
tournament. Quertermous, a young Murray
physician and former
member of the Murray
State University golf
team, posted a sizzling
five-under-par 67 the second day to go with a 75
the day before for a twounder-par final score 'of
142.

This was-five strokes in
front of Jimmy Brown of
Paducah, the 1980 winner. Brown. Kentucky's
amateur champion for
the past two years and a
Paducah stock broker,
had posted a 73 the opening day, but could not
match the play of the
young Murrayan over the
final 18 holes.
Quertermous will have
his first day's score on
the big board early as he
is scheduled to leave the
first tee at 8:30 a.m. in a
foursome with Randy
Scheen, Don Faughn and
Dan Miller. •
Brown is scheduled off
the same tee at 1 p.m.,
playing with fellow

Paducahans Buzz Peel
and Dick Stacy.
The two will have some
formidable competition
from a championship
flight containing some of
West Kentucky's finest
players.
Teeing off just ahead of
Brown's group will be
Jerry Caldwell of the
Murray Oaks Country
Club and who just this
past weekend won his
club's annual invitational
tournament with a
sparkling 12-under-par,
132 performance.
Always a major contender in the Murray Invitational this could be
the tall Murrayan's year.
Last year, he finished in a

•
so.

Purcell wins opening match
WASHINGTON (AP( —
Mel Purcell of Murray,
Ky., detested Hender
Murphy, 7-6. 6-2. in firstround action Wednesday
in the $240,000 D.C. National Bank Classic.
Purcell lost Monday in
the finals of the .U.S. Pro
Tennis Championships to
Guillermo Vila& 6-4, 6-0.
• The Murrayan improv- ed his world ranking from
30 to 21 with the trip to the

Pro Tennis finals.
Defending champion
and second-seeded Jose
Luis Clerc of Argentina
defeated Dick Stockton 7Clerc will meet
Austrian Bernard Pils, a
7-5, 7-6 winner ever South
Africa's Skalke Van Der
Merwe, in the second
round.
In earlieranatches, Van
Winitsky easily beat

Craig Wittus 6-3. 6-0 and
India's Ramesh
Krishnam beat South
Africa's Freddie Sauer 63,6-4.
In night matches topseeded Ivan Lendl of
Czechoslovakia held on to
defeat France's Gilles
Moretton 6-3, 7-6 and
Chile's Jaime Fillol
ousted No.1 2 Paul
McNamee of Australia 76, 6-7, 7-6.

second-place tie with
Brown with 147, but this
year the scores are ex,
pected to be much lower
because of the rock-hard
fairways
The club is in the midst
of a turf management
program, during which
several sprayings have
eliminated much of the
wild grasses on the fairways in an effort to permit and encourage the
more desirable bermuda
to grow and develop.
"This, plus the hardness of the fairways
because of the lack of
rain, definitely will favor
the long hitter," said club
pro Jimmy Sullivan. The
players will be permitted
to improve the lie of the
balLin their own fairway
only, according to Dr. Joe
Rexroat, the tournament
chairman.
Another player in the
field who bears watching
is Roy Boisture of
Princeton. Boisture will
be starting from the first
tee with fellow Princetonians, Randy Dorroh and
Tony Franklin. Boisture
won the Oaks Invitational
in 1981 as well as the Benton Invitational earlier
that year. He posted a
five-under-par 139 in the
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MOVIE & SLIDE

COLOR PRINT FILM

DEVELOPING SPECIAL
pd0Chrome & Ektachrome
8MM & Super 8MM Movies
36 Exp Sltdes
only $2 59

$1149

20 Exp Slides
coupon must accompany caper
HMO one rOil per coupon
OFFER EXPIRES IN 30 DAYS

A
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MARX 35
12 top $1.99
20 tap $2.99
24 En) $3.49
36 tap $4.99

12 Exp
20 E P
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$2.39
$3.59
$4.19
$5.99

Oaks tournament last
week.
Also, playing with
Caldwell will be two of his
fellow Oaks members.
Jim Lamb and Truman
Whitfield. The two tied
for second place last
week in the Oaks tournament with seven-underpar 136s and were only
four strokes back of the
lanky young .used car
dealer.
The golfers will be
playing practice • rounds
at the Murray club today
and Friday!
The $90 entry fee also
includes lunch both days
and admittance to the
club's annual Invitational
Tournament Dance,
which begins at 9 p.m.
Saturday at the
clubhouse.
More that $3,000 in merchandise prizes await the
top winners in each of the
six preflighted flights.
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The al ol re rs d nd

o tart mg times are
No. Tee
8 00 a in - Gregg edhoon. Chuck Was,.
John I esousky and Brent / add
8 lila rn .4rothoiny bike, Larry Dayton
Kevin D'Angelo and Rick Jones
McKnello
8 JO m - Scott Seth,.
I awrence PNIpot and Walter JontA
iii a m
Johnny Quertermous. Rand.
Setwen. Don Faughn and Dan Miller
8 40 a on - Darry le Durham. Dow Rya(
Kevin Kuddes and David Buckingham
8.50 a no
- Rehard Knight Jon,
Solomon, Jerry Grogan and Freddie Poe
951 an, Raymond Allender, Joe Rex•
mat. Boll BOOM and Al Plpes
9 10 a.m - Bob Swisher, Tim Moller. lied
'Wine and Tom Brannon
9 Si a on - Buck Hurley . Herb Hurley.
'F: AV Dennison and Frank Reamer
30 a m - Johnny Mreage. Bobby Foie.
Al I andsey WWI DPI Rabonson
040 am
Billy Thurman. lames
Lamle,Jiggs lasiter and Rob Hibbard
- 12: lf p.m. - Al Giordano.
Franklin.
Gam, Baker and Bud Quehl
12 3/ p.no
Randy Doirroh. Toed
Franklin and fim Boisture.
12.10 p m - Jimmy Riddle. Chios Riddle
Jahn Smoky and Everett Smith
12 10 p m - Jon Stanley l.inn Sullivan
and Mike Holton
12 50 p.m 1- Jun lamb. Jerry Caldwell.
Truman Whitfield and DonCothran
1 o• p
- Tommy Brown. Rua Peel arid
Dick Stacy
I Wpm - Jeff Wiseman and Kenn,
Ron land
I 3b pm
Tommy Hamlon. Char!,
Hamlin and Bubb. Lowry
I In p rn
Johnny Williams Pored
%Keel. Bob Anderson and David Byers
Na. NU.
8 241 a.m - Tommy Latimer. 84 Nall.
Vernon Cohoort and Rob Milks
8 311 am - Wally Mchtillon. Holmes
Ellis, Dick Orr and Gene Landoll
40 a no
John Ryan. Lynnwood
&miser,Sam Jones and Wilhe
8 50 a on.
Scott Cvengros. Buddy
Bryant. Da,od HUM and lionme Overton
00 a m - Jerry Hopkins Ted Lawson
• Robert Johnson
, 19 a.on - Jun West, Jun Ellos. Monte
A amb and Steve Cutoff
• 11 am • Ralph MeCutston. John
[-tempos., James Parker and Jorn
• II, a on
- Jerry ./ones. Clayton
.rove. Boll Bogard and Johnny
TaM
(di a m - Ted Billington, Jack Snell.
Moore and Al Jones
(pm
Dan Akin, Don Van Cleve.
r Robertson and Sandy Meredith
' 20 p.m. - Pal Howard. Join] C Invert
• • :Row Holland and Lemiftoley
pmiO
Charlie Hargrove. Dean
• oander, Mickey Boggess and Bob
• •n
. 50 p.m - Homer Branch..Rao
'o (Ana,a, Burton Young and Eddie Clem
o OS p no - Charlie Irwin, Cam loye.
Tim Seeming and Nick>. Ryan
1 (0 pm. - Purdom ia,onti. Bob
I emastur John White and Terry Turner.
1 20 pm - land, Sailer, Tom Garland.
11 ,ger Grogan and Donnie Winchester
,•pm
14111 Bark, Dome Alen
• oer. Adrian Ausgus and enms Thorns

ppr_so

tOURNEY TOP DOGS — Tournament director foe Reicroat (left) and
Jerry Grogan will be in charge of running the Murray Country Club Men's Invitational Golf Tournament,Saturday and Sunday. The pre-flighted event will
feature a field of over 150 area golfers including two former tourney
champions.

Murray Babe Ruth All-Stars
play for district title tonight
Murray's Junior Babe scoreless• with five with a diving catch to his
Ruth All-Stars advanced strikeouts and two right. The catch came
to the district -finals tremendous, diving cat- with two outs and a runtonight after losing 13-3 to ches by his defensive " ner on first.
host Bowling Green, then teammates.
_In the final inning, with.
bouncing back to beat
Second baseman Jay Murray -ahead by two,
Franklin-Simpson 6-4 in Watson crushed a outfielder Steve Malone
the loser's bracket final, Franklin-Simpson charge went airborne to snag a
Wednesday.
in the second inning by sure-single at shoetop
The Murrayans must spearing a hard line drive level, ending the game.
defeat Bowling Green
twice tonight,- beginning
with a game at 6 p.m., in
order to clinch the
district title. A loss in
Projects to help fund nament in Jeffersontown
either game will
the Murray Little League (east of Louisville I, Aug.
eliminate Murray.
In the 13-3 loss to Bowl- All-Stars trip to the state 2-7.
Murray plays the
ing Green, Murray gave tournanlent have been
up 13 hits in the rain- announced by league of- District III winner in a 6
p.m. game Monday, Aug.
delayed contest which ficials.
A car wash has been 2.
started on Tuesday.
Brad Skinner took the scheduled by the league
loss as his teammates.' in the parking lot of
could back him up with DeVanti's Restaurant.
only four hits, one an RBI Saturday from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m.
A cutline in Wednesdouble by Todd Ross.
Also, K&K Stump day's sports section conThe second game,
Wednesday, saw a rested Removal Service, 435- tained reversed informaMurray squad get off to a 4343, will be promoting a tion about two team
shakey start, giving up 2.5 percent discount on all photos. The photos infour runs in the first inn- services with 100 percent volved the co-champions
of its' profits up to $500 of the girls lower division
ing.
Faced with tournament going to help the Little softball league — the
Aces and the Frogs.
elimination, Murray League travelers.
The All-Stars need over
The picture identificabounced back with six in$1,500 for travel and hotel tions were inadvertently
nings of shutout ball.
Rusty Wright held accommodations for the reversed. We regret the
Franklin -Simpson double-elimination tour- error.

Little League projects
scheduled for state trip

Ooops!
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Milwaukee
Boston
• Baltimore
Detroit
Nevi York
Cleveland
Toronto
Woo
Calif°ems
Kansas City
Chicago
Seattle
Oakland •
Texas
Minnesota
Wednol
Texas 6-1. B
Kansas Cily
Chicago),
Oakland 6.(
Baltimore 8
Seattle 6, Ni
Milwaukee
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Texas Rod
Prockson 7.7
Toronto
9-4,,,n,
Tel
Texas at De
Seattle at C
Oakland at
California a
Toronto at'
Milwaukee ,
Boston at M

BATTING 4
Karts. City.
343, Hrbek • !
Cleveland, 3
33
RUNS Iii
Molitor, Mol
Cleveland. 72
Downing, Callf
RBI
Mcfl.
Cooper, Moho
Cleveland, It
Yount. Mils
Milwaukee,64
FISTS (lanei
Cleveland, 116,
Cooper, Maria
sas City. 109

HOME RUN
22: Ottltrie, Mi
Milwaukee,
=,Cooper Mil
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GET "ON-THE-GO"
COMPUTING POWER
New Pocket Computer with Matching
4-Color Printer/Cassette Interface

each
11•11e1,11fil
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30 We sell Kodak film...
For the times of your
life.

"

Disc
.Single Pack

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat. and
1:00-6:00
Sundays

$1 99

lEr3R
Kodak

•Our Most Powerful Pocket Computer
Ever— Rivals Many Desktop Models in
Power and Speed
•Easily Programmable in Extended BASIC
•Printer/Plotter Produces Alphanumerics
and Superb Graphics in Black, Red,
Green and Blue
•Interface Lets You Store and Load Data
Using One or Two Optional Cassette
Recorders
•Overall Dimensions of Pocket Computer
and Printer are Just 21/16x 1215/16x 41/2"

riaduco ihaek
A DIVISIOA, OF TANDY CORPORATION

">a
— JAYS — JAYS

JAVS — 3MIS —IA vs

3AVS

— 3AVS

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL

imam

Pocket Computer Model PC-2

27995
4-Color Printer/Plotter
Dual Cassette Interface

23995
SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER

STORES RN° DEALERS

1-John Del
1-John Del
1-John De

1-John De
3-fohn De
1-12 H.P.
116 H.P:1
1-11H.P.
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Reds fire McNamara,hire spicey,new Nixon
'•I think people will come
to see us if we go out there
a little cocky and interesting."
Cincinnati was beaten
by the Pittsburgh Pirates
3-2 Wednesday night in
Nixon's debut.
Reds President Dick
Wagner didn't mention
whether he, too,found the
team boring Wednesday
when he fired
McNamara. But Wagner

By JOE KAY
AP Sports Writer
CINCINNATI r API Russ Nixon, elevated to
his first major league
managing job, says his
top priority is to spice up
the Cincinnati Reds' style
of play.
•1 think we're very
uninteresting," said Nixon, 47, named Wednesday
to replace John
McNamara as manager.

made no secret that he
wasn't pleased that the
club with the best record
in the major leagues in
1981 has the second-worst
record this year.
/ The bottom line in this
case is that I feel we are a
better ballclub than our
record of 34 and 58 indicates," Wagner said, in
announcing McNarnara's
firing. "We have 70
games remaining in the

Pro baseball, briefly
SAN DIEGO (API Wiggins, 24, who will
San Diego Padres out- not be with the team
fielder Alan Wiggins while undergoing treatvolunteered to enter a ment, was released on
$2,000 bail three hours
treatment program
after his arrest in a norfollowing his arrest for intheast San Diego business
vestigation of possessing
area at 2:30 a.m.
cocaine, said Ballard
PITTSBURGH r AP Smith, president of the
City officials tentatively
National League team.

approved a proposal for
the city to take over
Three Rivers Stadium.
The plan, approved 8-1
by City Council on first
reading, "would shift
respon.sibility for maintaining the 12-year-old
stadium from the Pittsburgh Pirates to the city.

COREBOARD
"State Farm has LIFE insurance,
too! Call me for details':
Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
Easton] Davis/an
W L Pet GB
Milwaukee
54 37
593
Boston
54 38
587
7
• Baltimore
44 41
539
5
7.2
Detroit
511
46 44
44 44
New York
500
8'2
Cleveland
9
4*.
44 45
Toronto
473 11
23 48
WeeternDlrEsion
California
570 53 10
Kansas City
49 12
3
538
Chicago
47 43
522- 42
Seattle
516
la 45
5
Oakland •
121
le 55
14
Texas
36 52
409 14's
Min/wade
130 21
31 63
Wednesday'.Games
Texas6-1, Boston 3-6
Kansas City 9. Toronto 7
Chicago 9, Detroit 3.12 inrungs
Oakland 6. Cleveland 1
Baltunore 8, Californui
Seattle 6, New York 5. 12 tnnings
Milwaukee to. Minnesota 4
Thursdsy's
Texas ButcherSi' at New York
PrIckson 7-71.1n
Toronto , Cytt 151 at Chicago horny
2-41• vi
Friday's Gramm
Texas at Detroit. n
Seattle at Cleveland, fl.•
Oakland at Baltimore. n
California at New York, in
Toronto it nurego. n
Milwaukee at Kansas City. tat
Boston at Minnesota. in i
BATTING , 136 at bats , W.Wilson
Kansas City , 348. Gantner, Milwaukee
343, Hrbek. Mtnnesota. 335. Harrah
Cleveland. 134. Yount. Milwaukee
33
RUNS R Henderson, Oakland, $2.
Molitor, Milw•ukee. 73. Harrah
Clevelsind. 72. Evans. Beaton, 64
Downing. CaLiforma. 64
RBI
McRae, Kansas City, 63
Cooper. Milwaukee, 71, Thornton
Cleveland. 70, lounski. Chicago 66
Yount. Milwaukee. 64. Ogilvie.
Mdwaukee.64
HITS Garcia. Toronto, 117, Harrah,
Cleveland, 116: Yount. Milwaukee. 115,
Cooper, Milwaukee, 112. McRae, Kan,
am City. 100
HOME RUNS Thornton. Cleveland.
22. Ogilvie, Milwaukee. 22. G Thomas.
Milwaukee. 22: Re.Jackaon, Cabforma.
21. Cooper Milwaukee. 19

athe Ihaek
SPECTACULAR
ELECTRONICS
Our Best! Portable
Cordless Phone With
500-Foot Range

BATTING 190 at batal Knight,
Houston, 319: T Pena, Pittsburgh, 314.
Oliver, Montreal. 314: McGee,
St lotus. 313: I.andreaux. ton Angeles.
.312
RUNS lo Smith. &twos, 78, Murphy. Atlanta.69. Dawson, Montreal,64:
Sandberg. Chicago, 58. Schmidt,
Philadelphia,58
RBI Murphy:. Atlanta, 67, Kingman,
New York. 65. Oliver. Montreal, 63,
Carter, Montreal. 61, Guerrero, too
Angeles,61
HITS
Knight. Houston, 112,
Buckner. Chicago. 109, J Ray. Pitt.
sburgh. 109. Oliver. Montreal, 107.
Mason, New York. 107, lo. Stmth,
St Iota.. 107, Sax. Los Angeles. 107.
TRIPV.S McGee, St Louis. 7,
Garner. Houston, 7. Templeton, San
Diego. 7. Moreno. Pittsburgh, 6. Thon,
Houston.6
HOME RUNS Kingman, New York,
25 Murphy. Atlanta. 24. Carter, Montreel, 20: Horner,'Atlanta, 18, Guerrero, Los Angeles, 18
STOLEN BASES Lo Smith. St Lows,
14. Moreno. Pittsburgh, 13, Ram.,
Montreal. 40, Demur, Philadelphia.
37, Sax, toe Angeles, 31

HILVERSUM,
Netherlanils
AP
Tomas Smid of
Czechoslovakia lost to
Swedish newcomer
Henrik Sundstrom in the
second round of the international Dutch Open
Lawn Tennis championship.
The 18-year-old Swede
defeated Smid 4-6, 6-4 and
7-5 while Ilie N,astase of
Romania beat Junie
Chatman of the United
States 6-4, 5-7, 6-1.
In other second round
results, Heinz Gunthardt
of Switzerland defeated
Gerome Portier of
France, 6-4, 3-6, 6-1,
Buster Mottram of Great
Britain downed Roland
Stadler of Switzerland, 67. 6-4, 6-1, Jose Lopez
Maeso of Spain beat Australian Brad Guan 64. 6-2 and Brian Teacher
of the United States
ousted David Mustard of
New Zealand,6-0, 6-1.

Fencing
ROME I API - Jeno
Pap defeated French
fencer Philippe Riboud
10-6 to give Hungary its
first gold medal in the
men's individual epee
class of the World Fencing Championship.

Larry Krouse Insurance
‘,524 Main

759-9888i

Make or Take
Calls From Any
Room or Even
Outdoors! NO
More Tangling,
Trailing Cords

PLUS NEW LOW PRICES AND
EVERYDAY LOW-PRICED ITEMS!

Pushbutton Telephones
.......
.......
.......
.......

Slim-Fone ET-250 4995
by Radio Shack

Save
$10

19995

1-John Deere Model 110 (18.6 Tractor) . . $1295. 0
1-John Deere Model 112 (L&G Tractor) . . S1395.00
1-John Deere Model 300 Hydro (Tractor)(16 hp)S7295.00
1-John Deere Model 66 (Riding Mower)
S695.00
3-fohn Deere Model 68 (Rifling Mower)
. $895.00
1-12 H.P. Int. Cub-Cadet Tractor (Hydro) $1295.00
1-16 H.P. MID Tractor
S1295.00
-1-11 H.P. 42" Cut "Supper"
$1139.95
(Demo-New Warraety)

NEW LOW PRICE!
Was 64.95 in Cat. 341
As above, but with tone dialing instead of AutoRedial and Mute. For low-rate long-distance, business and computer services White. #43-334.
Brown ,
A 13-335

"Super-Mini" Car
Cassette

HARGE IT(MOST SIORES

By Realistic

Portable AM/FM Cassette Recorder
SCR-2 by Realistic'

Save 9995
$40

•

Reg.139.95

Stereo-Wide- Expands
Stereo Image
29% off! Record oft-the-air, or
"live" with built-in mikes. Two
wide-response speakers. AC/
battery operation. #14-805

Half Price

2995

Batteries extra

Ultra-light, yet deliver a
50-20,000 Hz response
6/2' cord, 1/4" plug
033-998

Save
s2

299

1995

War mount nc

NEW LOW
PRICE!

$1295.00

The above are a few of the excellent boys OA used ridiug mews and
tractors We have many more to choose from starting as low as
115 Come by and look around, it you have one to trade bring it with
you

Bare -es e.t.a

Personal Portable Cassette Player

Reg.49.95

Barteffes e.ea

SAse 6995

Save 518.071 Built-in mike, AutoLevel, tone control, Auto-Stop.
tape counter AC/battery operation #14-806

NEW LOW PRICE!
Was 79.95 in Cat. 341

Slashed 4

tintsohms from
channoi ondrofnuff. nos
dIstoehor
TS awns pas
DS% ?obi harmony<
with no more dye 0
20 20 000 115

-digit LED
tremendous savings' Four
-Magic' FM tineBuy now at
Auto
exclusive
031-1997
frequency display,
strength indicator
tuning, 5-level signal

-Band
Upgrade Your Stereo! 10

Graphic Equalizer

BY Realistic

Enloy headset stereo
sound anywhere' GlidePath'volume/balance controls Use with MicroHe'adphones above With
carry case, shoulder strap

014-618
fialler•S and
headphones erea

Walnut Veneer "Tower" Hi-Fi
Speaker optimus' 1110 by Realistic

Save
$80
9995
Each
Reg 179.95
Each
Superb Sound
at 44% Savings!

Save
sso
Twenty slide
A blockbuster bargain'
by LIP to
response
boost/cut
controls
control 031-2000
12 dB tor total tonal

11995

Long-throw 8" woofer, 10"
passive radiator and 2"
tweeter combine tor dean.
natural sound 35,/2 x
121/2 x 11 1/2" 040-2037

Check Your Phone Book for the Rada& num* Store or Dealer Nearest You
A OPOIDION Of TAWS' COMPOAAT SON

.limnimar-

Take music, news and sports
along! Automatic AC-tobattery switching. AFC-FM
L
.
VVith earphone #12-668

STEREO-MATE- SCP-4 by Realistic

Stereo Receiver
Digital-Display AM/FM

Sole
$1095.00
$1195.00
$1895.00
$500.00
$600.00
$995.00
$995.00

Os

Reg.
34.95

Cut
36%

31

249 :1 75

vs

29% Off! Portable AM/FM Radio

Save$1007
2488

Portable
Cassette
Recorder
CTR-37 by Realistic

3.49
Reg

Easy under-dash
mounting, Features
end-of-tape Auto
-Stop
with LED indicator
pushbutton eject, locking fast-fonward
012-1803

By Realistic

Was 21.95 in Cat. 341

Modular/4-Prong Plug
Adapter. Half price'
Converts 4-prong to
modular plug #279-365

-row asmear-

I

Micro Stereo Headphones
Nova'-50 by Realistic

30' 4-Prong Extension
Cord. Four-conductor
cable with lack and
plug #279-1261

I

Save$10 5495

n
A4.101•Ier•

488

USED
EQUIPMENT

With "Tone- Dialing
1.4:•••.

Cornputer-controlled! Automatic
Automemory dialing, one-button inwireless
Redial. Doubles as a
tercom. Built-in batteries and
FCC
recharger. Easy installation.
registered. #43-267

25' Modular Extension
Line Cord. Plug on
each end *279-356

We Specialize In Service After The Sole

NEW LOW PRICE!

Was 59.95 in Cat. 341
•Pulse' -type dialing with AutoReda'. Pleasant tone ringer.
Mute switch. Base for use
.on wall or desk. FCC
registered.
White. #43-332
Brown. #43-333

NEW!

Phone Accessories

COPY AVAILABLE

r

a kind of a watchdog. He
has to have control over
his club, but he can't win
ballgarnes This is no
black mark against „John
McNamara "
Nixon. who has spent 12
years in the Reds'
organization as minor
league manager and a
third base coach, is considered more of a
disciplinarian than the
soft-spoken McNamara.
He promised a more
wide-open style
baseball.

Hurry in for Sound Savings on Phones,
Hi-Fi, Scanners, Computers and More!

Tennis

, NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eastern DIVII•00
3
,
1 L P64. GB
Philadelphia
52 40
565 ,Si lows
52 42
553
1
Pittsburgh
48 43
527
VI
Montreal
48 14
.522
Neuf York
43 50
162
Chicago
39 57
464
Metals DIvislon
Atlanta
56 35
615
San Dsejto
51 42
6
548
Los Angeles
536
50 45
San Francisco 14 50
168 13'2
Houstoo
11 51
146 15'2
Cincinnati
366 23
31 59
Wadomillsy's Gators
Houston 2, Chicago 1
New York 6. San Francisco 2
Pittsburgh 3, Cincinnati 2
St Louis 8. Atlanta 0
Philadelphia 7. San Thego 1
Montreal 1, Los Angeles I. 11 Innings
Thurmlsy's Games
No games scheduled
Frlday's Games
Atlanta at Pittsburgh. in.
Chicago at Cincumati, mi
Houston at St louls. int
New York at San Diego t n I
Philadelplua at lois Angeles. in I
Montreal at San Francisco,in i

lomat

"We didn't put a winn• .1 think Mac felt it ithe
ing ballclub on the field, firing I was, coming, that
and I'm responsible for it was not too far away
that, too, maybe more so during the last few days."
than other people," said
McNamara would not
third baseman Johnny
talk to reporters Wednes.
Bench, batting just .227.
day. He is the third major
"It's not been a good, league manager fired this
productive year for season, along with
several people. When you Milwaukee's Buck
lose, the end result is Rodgers and the New
there are a lot of people to York Yankees' Bob
blame," Bench said. Lemon.
"The guy who gets most
"A manager is only as
of the blame is usually. good as his players," said
the man in charge on the Anderson, manager of
field.
the Detroit Tigers. "He's

Shack
ET-330 by Radio

Pro baseball

rs

season, and our work is Ken Griffey, Dave Collins
cut out for us. I'm not go- and Ray Knight to other
ing to say much more clubs.
than that
The new-look Reds McNamara, 50, led the built with an emphasis on
club to the NI. West title speed, pitching and
in 1979, his first year in defense -- never panned
Cincinnati after taking out, and McNamara endover for Sparky Ander- ed up constantly shuffling
son. The club finished his lineup to find a winnthird and second the next ing combination:
two years. The flop this
The Reds' lack of run
year followed an off- production and power
season overhaul by persisted, and the team
Wagner that changed has not been able to win
starters at five positions rmore than three straight
and sent George Foster, games this season.

I,-
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Home electrical test reverses court findings

Get to know your neighbor. He's a

CINCINNATI 1AP

National Leader
in his profession

I. 4.
•

C. Tim Scruggs, FIC
Fieldbepresentative
•

Murray, KY
753-4377

11:.•
••

..`•• This
specially trained Woodmen Field
.• Representative has earned notional recogni
'ion for excellence. providing outstanding set. -e tor his Woodmen members
The FAMILY Froternity ."

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANDE SOCIETY
Monte 01 ho,e WeAdmen Tower • Omaha

A home electrical test by
a concerned juror has led
to the reversal of a
federal civil court finding
that aluminum wiring
wasn't the cause of the
1977 Beverly Hills Supper
Club.
A total of 165 people
died in the blaze.
The 6th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals on
Wednesdaty granted
relatives of the fire vii'tuna a new civil trial
against the aluminum
wire industry.
This means that a
Jury will finally have a
chance to answer the
most important question
— how did it start?" said
Stanley Cheslev, lead
council for the ' victims.
''We were astounded at
the first verdict after only
throe hours of deliberation. We couldn't figure
out what happened."
. By rejecting the 1980
verdict in federal court in

Prices Good

Bonus Special
Choice of 1 With
S15.00 Order

7-22-7-28

Covington, Ky.. the ap- the case back since the
peals court said the first trial had taken II
juror's electrical tests, weeks.
which were discussed
All other litigation in
with other jurors, could the Beverly Hills case has
have affected the out- been completed.
come of the trial.
"I have to credit the
The court said the juror press as the main heroes
— John Varies of that brought this before
Erlanger, Ky. — had ex us," said Chesley. He
/mined aluminum wiring said reporters learned
in his home after the cir- from jurors that Varies
cuits were called -time had told them about his
bombs" during the trial. tests.
Varies found it to be safe
... one error, imand told other jurors proper experimentation
ariout the experiment.
by a juror, is of such imThe ruling said Varies portance that it alone
wasn't at fault since his mandates vacating the
motive was prompted by judgment and remanding
concern for his family. for new trial and other
Varies wasn't available proceedings," the apforcomment.
peals court said.
Judge Carl Rubin. the
Defense altorreey
trial judge, had question- William McCracken, who
ed the jurors about the in- represented General
cident after the trial but Electric, said the defendecided that Varies' ac- dants could appeal again
tivities weren't sufficient to the appeals court, the
to set aside the verdict. _U.S. Supreme Court or
The appeals court said it proceed. with a second
regretted having to send trial.

r*- OLEO

4k

Man happy with going behind bars
BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. AP — Leonard McCool is on his way to jail.
which is fine with him. It
means he won't have to
sue to get behind bars.
While McCool's
lawyers were claiming
his rights were violated
by a new system of moving prisoners to the
penitentiary, the process
was started and completed in three days.
His lawyers, Kelly
Thompson and Nan
Calloway, submitted but
did not file a suit to U.S.
District Court last Fri-

day, challenging the new
policy that took effect
June 25.
The suit claims that the
priority systeni for accepting prisoners at the
penitentiary had delayed
McCool's transfer and his
motion for shock probation. Such motions must
be filed 30-90 days after a
prisoner is delivered to
the institution where his
time will be served.
McCool, 28, of Bowling
Green, was jailed April 22
to await trial on a drug
trafficking charge. On
June S he was sentenced

alit\

All Three
With $45.00
Order

PEPSI COLA

\c‘

#112liter Size

limit 3

RAVIOLI

l5 oz

nc
zgc

Chet Bay Arde MI171
RAVIOLI

1501

Masse/sans 'lope

lc, 2189c
49c

SAUCE
LIDO Vienna
SAUSAGE

SUGA

79"#'

I Lb. Box

Limit 3

2 urEWS

Plastic Squeeze lemon

c Hyde Park Pancake

JUICE
trait BoHermilk
DRESSING

16 or

Hyde Park Salad

riftc

SYRUP

4,(11 ZU

'15'
89

24 or •147

MAC. & CHEESE

nitc

Chicken of Sea

Bush Pork 8

lire New Baron S Tomato
TUNA

Zgc BEANS
DRESSING

oz

1M.

Si 19

140.'

$
1
"

Rershey s Cake

4 Roll Pig Ju7

FROSTING

15„ 3I89c

CORN

2082

?2
•

FRESH

nnc

Northern Toilet
$1 19 TISSUE

PICKLES

carpet

46 oi CM

Paramount Bread 8
Butler Sweet

/50: Si 19

HASH
wash
l
Iyoiro
.
ine
yDu
isIng

12 oz

502

Marcel Roast Beet

trait Spiral 5 oz

c g
WeR
icifilli
Cripe

DRESSING

294

Limit 1
With S15.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco, Dairy
Chicken Special

With 5 15.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco, Dairy
Chicken Special

With 515.00 Additional Putchose
Excluding Tobacco, Dairy
Chicken Special

Chef Bay hate Beet

Domino Powder

PEP Si

4i
,Lb.2

to five yens in the Kentucky State Penitentiary
and was returned to jail.
After sentence was
passed, Warren Chruit
Court Administrator Jim
Gildersleeve sent the
necessary papers on McCool and five other
prisoners to the Corrections Department in
Frankfort.
"The first we knew
about him was Monday,"
said Rick Crawford,
deputy secretary of corrections in Frankfort.
"We have not refused to
take anvone."'

NEW STORE HRS
Mon Thurs
8-/
Fri & Sat 88

We Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town!

Blue Bonnet

cuits
The t.irc
onip.tiivs
say there are so many
possible causes
• including building code
violations, defiiiitive ppliances and overloading
— that it is impossible to
determine the cause.

that "old technology"
aluminum wiring
overheated and ignited
the interior walls of the
sprawling building. They
contend that aging
aluminiun wire becomes
loose in the switch boxes
and results in short cir-

cw
w-m
ior
es
10g:woo:IL Ail.axibicet.
Both with
$30.00 Order,

oe,c

Chesley noted that five
aluminum wiring companies settled out-ofcourt for "about $5
-million" rather than go to
trial. So far, the victims
have won more than $30
million in damages.
The plaintiffs contend

15:0,'

72,,,

$129

2/89C

4.1

41:.gat

Economy Ground

Country Style Spare

FRYERSorlimit

49

Lb

Lb

29

34 Lb Pkg.

S729

u

5729

$919
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CHOPS
$

11

DELI
MEATS
mAimmi.
lOwen s Best B B 0
Pork Loin End
l b $1"ROAST
!CHICKEN
lb. $1"
Owens Best B B 0
Pork
Sliced
4
t
lb $729 LOIN BEEFBest De', Baked
i Owens
- lb $1"
Field 1 lb. Weiners or
hbiJ
HAM
BOLOGNA.
$1"
Owen
Smokek
Boneless
Bryan
i s Best Pit Baked
$229 Hollow'2 or Whole
I.I 8aL4
HAM
S259
Swiss
HAM
lb al Boneless Breakfast
:1CHEESE
Holfmans Super Sharp
Lb.L
CHEESE
lb $729 HAM
la

$

$ 1 79

RA
API -

Center Cut Pork

BEEF

RIBS

USDA

En

DAIRY

PRODUCE

Missouri Jumbo
CANTELOUPES
99C
Miss Crimson Sweet
WATERMELONS $1'
9
Golden Ripe
BANANAS
Lb 29C
Homegrown Bell
PEPPERS
2tor3

el

Hyde Park Homogenized
MILK
Gal
flav 0 Rich
MAGIC ONE Gal $199
Hyde Park Homogenized
MILK
''Gal $121
Hyde Park
LoCal MILK
'
Ca 199

I.
'

4

BEST

COPY AVAI I
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HEALTH

Energy group to consider rate hike
anic
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FRANKFORT, Ky. they have no alternative Owensboro has about
i AP) — The state is ask- suppliers.
135,000 in western and
ing the federal governThe commission held a central Kentucky.
ment to consider the hearing on whether the
The average I.G&E gas
plight of consumers in utilities have done all customer uses an
considering a rate 'in- they can to obtain gas at average of 10,000 cubic
crease requested by the lower prices than those feet a month, which costs
supplier of gas to utilities charged by Texas Gas.
840.47.
at Louisville and
That will increase by
Texas Gas is asking inOwensboro.
creases of $27 million to $4.81 a month if the Texas
Texas Gas Transmis- LG&E and $15.9 million to Gas rate increase is apsion Corp. of Owensboro
Western Kentucky Gas, proved and passed on,
has asked the Federal starting Aug.1 .
said Calvin Anderson, an
Energy Regulatory ComLG&E spokesman in
The utilities are asking
mission to approve inLouisville.
creases in the rates it the state commission to
The state commission
charges Louisville Gas & let them pass the in- has intervened in the
Electric Co. and Western creases on to their Texas Gas rate case
Kentucky Gas Co. at customers.
before the Federal
Owensboro.
LG&E has about 233,000 Energy Regulatory ComAnd representatives of gas customers in Jeffer- mission, asking it to
the two utilities told the son and surrounding "consider the plight of
state Public Service Com- counties, and Western many of the gas conmission -- on Wednesday Kentucky Gas at sumers ... particularly
the unemployed, the sick
and elderly, and those on
fixed incomes," according to state commission chairman Marlin M.
Volz.
The federal commis_ Frances Drake
sion has the options of apFOR FRIDAY,JULY 23, 1982
proving the increases, apWhat kind of day will tomor- capitalize upon them
proving parts of them, or
row be? To find out what the CAPRICORN
disapproving them, but
stars say, read the forecast (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
such increases usually
Career goals need some are approved,
given for your birth sign.
said state
reassessment now. .
Financial
commission spokesman
matters
are on the upswing.
ARIES
Ed
Shelby.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 I gror t Take advantage of favorable
The only other possible
An unexpected invitation monetary trends.
state commission acmay arrive, but loved ones AQUARIUS
tions, according to Volz,
may lock horns over an 1Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
unresolved issue. Don't be Be less insistent about the are to inquire into
details of an upcoming trip. A I.G&E's and Western
careless with health.
close tie introduces you to an Kentucky's purchasing
TAURUS
unsual circle of acquain- practices to be sure they
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Extra energy allows you to tances.
are getting the lowest
accomplish more than usual PISCES
prices possible, and to
on the job, but watch a tenden- 1Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 )(
determine whether they
cy to exaggerate during the You'll make up your mind
about an investment matter. A are financially Capable Of
late evening.
new career erportunity absorbing parts of the inGEMINI
presents itself in an unex- creases without passing
I May 21 to June 201
them on to customers.
A date's intensity or pected manner.
possessiveness could turn you YOU BORN TODAY are Witnesses included
off somewhat. A chance en- personable and will succeed in Leonard Spanjers,
counter proves mentally fields where personal contacts energy coordinator for
count. At times, you're found the
stimulating. Use creativity.
Louisville and Jefferin businesses allied to the arts,
CANCER
son County Community
though
alsq.have
you
yourself
I June 21 to July 22i
Action Agency, who said
You'll come up with new creative talents. You like exways to improve income. You citement in your work and thousands of people
may do major housecleaning people around you. Though in- already need government
now and will get rid of ac- tuitive, you're sometimes fix- aid with their gas bills to
ed in your opinions. Some of avoid having their heat
cumulated clutter.
the fields in which you'll find cut off in winter.
LEO
happiness are hotel manage- Ron Greene, represenJuly 23 to Aug. 221
Though you'll let nothing ment, banking, brokerage, ting a Louisville group
stand in your way, an edge of advertising, broadcasting and called the South End Rate
resentment in your voice acting. You may also be Cutters, said
the increase
could turn others off. Cultivate drawn to law, science,
teaching, design and would not only hurt eldera lighter touch.
medicine. Birthdate of: Ray- ly people on fixed inV IRGO
mond Chandler, writer; Dori comes but also "middle
Aug.23 to Sept. 22 I DP
You will either begin or end Drysdale, baseball star; and America."
Greene s4id the group
a hobby,especially one having Michael Wilding, actor.
to do with collecting. You're
usually' a master of detail, but
today you could forget
something.

Your Individual
Horoscope

--A
"ft.

no,"

•

LIBRA

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q

„

(Sept. 23 to Oet. 22
You have more strength
than you're able to manifest
now. Don't conic on too strong,
but be amenable to the suggestions of friends.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
You seem to be at war with
yourself. Yet if you look outside of yourself, you'll find a
golden opportunity awaiting
you.
SAGTITARIUS
Nov.22 to Dec. 21i
Questions of loyalty are
paramount now. Friends need
your support. You have
original ideas and must

"Have A
Real Meal"

was pressuring I.G&E for
low.er rates. "If we put
pressure on you, then you
will put pressure on your
suppliers," he said.
John R. Gregory of
Owensboro, vice president for marketing and
planning for Texas Gas,
said the increase was
largely due to the federal
Natural Gas Policy Act,
which allows higher rates
as incentives for gas exploration and to encourage conservation.
As a result, Gregory
said, "The supply is, for
the present, plentiful. But
the bad part is that it
costs more."
Even so, he said,
natural gas remains the
best bargain for home
heating, at a cost of 84.25
per million BTU compared with $8 for fuel oil
and 813 for electricity.
"As a general policy,
we purchase the cheapest
gas we can find,"
Gregory said.
He said the company
has "very low operating
margins," and "Texas
Gas is not overbought.
We are not paying for gas
we cannot take."
He said Texas Gas,
which supplies approximately 60 percent of the
interstate natural gas requirements in Kentucky,
has an adequate supply to
meet the needs of its
customers through the
1985-86 winter season.

Diet is often the offender
Lawronc• E. Lumb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB -- I am
58 years old and very active
I have a problem with my
bowels becoming sluggish
all the time I can hardly
keep them functioning without taking laxatives or
enemas How could I get
them working regularly
again' I take quite a few
vitamins, could that be the
cause for constipation' I
would really appreciate
your help
DEAR READER
There
are many causes for constipation One of the most frequent Is the diet If you eat
food that contains less bulk
you will have less undigested food residue and less frequent elimination or your
movements will be smaller
The small intestine is
from 10 to 23 feet long and
the colon is about five feet
long Good studies show that
individuals who eat diets
that contain less refined
foods and more bulky foods
have a shorter transient
time through the intestines
As people get older they
frequently eat less food
That automatically means
less bulk You might review
your diet and add foods that
provide bulk, which includes
whole wheat products and
perhaps some bran Don't
neglect apples which do provide a different type of bulk
and are helpful for some
Medicines often increase
constipation problems That
includes medicines to eliminate water from the body
and to lower blood pressure
Habits are important as
well If you train the bowel
to respond to regular signals
it will contract and the
trained flex ..will stimulate
normal, fairly regular

Cabinet reviews proposals
F RA fiiillEFORT, Ky.
( API — The state Cabinet
for Human Resources is
reviewing proposals from
a Tacoma, Wash.,
holding company to acquire three Kentucky
health care facilities.
The H.H. Holding Co.
has proposed buying the
lease hold interest of the
Fellowship Home and

Friendship House in Danvale for $691,700, the Lexington Manor Health.
Care Facility for 82.8
million and the Woodland
Terrace Health Care
Facility in Elizabethtown
for 81.7 million.
The cabinet will complete its review by
Aug 20
•PS

WALMART

Sp., fwr

Sa

movements Laxatives and or phenylbutazone Both are in some cases, rest are all
enemas are not a good sub- more effective than aspirin
important management
stitute for proper bowel Heat and
ntle motion and
tools
training
Anxiety and tension can
cause constipation So can a
disruption of your normal
living patterns, as on a trip
It is not necessary to have a
bowel movement every day
That mistaken idea has led
to a lot of excessive use of
FOR THE SUMMER FESTIVAL
laxative products There are
many myths about constipation
To give you more details I
am sending you The Health
Letter number 16-4. Spastic
Colon, Irregularity and
Constipation Others who
want this issue can send 75
-111411
cents with a long, stamped,
%"1
ffer"1"e"
"
self-addressed envelope for
it to me, in care of this newspaper, P.0 Box 1551. Radio
CRUISE THE OHIO ON THE 6• r
City Station. New York. NY
10019
DEAR DR LAMB - My
35-year-old husband has
been bothered with bursitis
of his left shoulder for about
10 years Our family doctor
THa(l PUI1UC CRUISES
said he has Calcium deposits
el -F1U.,JULY 23-7 •• 10 P.M.
in his shoulder He has taken
rho O..
Cnown I Danow
cortisone shots but they
Bond Cosh So'
000 Kw
don't relieve the pain except
02-SAT.,JULY 242 p•4 P.M.
for a month or two Now the
$7 SOP.
,- Bond & Cosh Bo
,was.
bursitis has gone into his left
83-SAT.,JULY 244 tat 11 P.M.
elbow and left shoulder
& Donc.r (:).1 TS.
blade He is beginning to
10 CO Be' Persco,- Bond & Cosh Bo,
have pain in his right shoulder too Our doctors say
there is nothing more to do
other than the cortisone
shots.
We are afraid of too many
shots and they don't help
much Is there any type of
operation that will help' Or
is there other medicine that
might be used'
Paducah-McCracken Co.
DEAR READER - Bursitis is hard to treat in
Tourism Commission
•
chronic cases It is an
417 Washington St. P.O. Box 90
inflammation of the bursa
sacs that cushion the Joint.
Poducah, Kentucky 42001
structures and tendons A
OR COMPLETE AND MAIL COUPON
tendon is often involved
itendonitisi
The pain is caused by phaNome
gocytizing the calcium crysAddress
'tals that form in the bursa
Steroid shots help in acute
Phone
cases, in chronic recurrent
cases they are less helpful.
Eadesed is $
Tidos
Surgery is rarely indicated
Te Tim Grim amehml(Wow
Your best alternative is to
#1LJ I
2E I #3E'
use one of the nonsteroidal
anti-inflammatory medicines such as indomethaciri

COMING TO
PADUCAH

BOAT CRUISE

p, ,-

Hurry-Only 300
Tickets Per Cruise

TICKETS ON SALE AT

•pp,•Vita Mall Sol,

• s•*A, %.

,Sp
II.•a••Ka Ma.

•.5.

M.,

Expires 7. 26 82

Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-6
759-9995

641 N, Central Center

Summer Fa
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•
Heavenly Dress Print

!Let-

Sand Pebble Crepe
•64- wide
•Reg $2 44 vd

-

1

.197Yard

1.57d

Baby Cord

Chestnut, Murray

Summerlone Leno

•By Dan River
•45" wide
•Reg $2 17

Phone ahead for carry out
convenient Drive through Window

753-0045

.• •

.97Yard

•

1.27,d

Save 19%

Ssiorsucke•

•

•65% Polyester and'35% cotton
.45 inches •Spring and summer
styles •Asailable in stripes and
tansies •Machine wash and dry
•Reg 2 44 yd

THE FLASH CUBE

Sinhus Prints
•,,o% Rayon and 50% polyesin

•
•45 inches wide
•iiar sous print patterns
•Coordinates with Arnaretta linen

Watch For Our
Grand Opening
In Murray

Ballad Plisse Solid
•

1.77,ad

•

1.27

yd
Strawberry Basket
•-

Ultra Vino Print
.60- wide
•Reg $1 88 yd

1.57 ,d

•
•••

1.57,d

•

:•

Offering 24 Hour
Film Processing,

•
•
Proceloin Prints

1.57
Film, Flash,
And Batteries

Vylet II Prints
*45 ...de
•Reg $I 57

1.63

1.27,d
•

COUPON, VALUABLE COUPON',
VALUABLE COUP3NI'l VALUABLE
Bobbin Box
I
1 Aunt Lydias
I 1
I
Magic Stitch
Organize your bobbins
easy location and storage
I.
Sole 45
I
Rug Yord
Re•
9'
Reg $1 54
I I
16oz
'U
I
,Espiies .6 h. •I I
15',11 n

•

II

ikilaLLS FLASH IEECEI

•

Reg 56

I
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Sale

1.23

I
7 26 821
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Workers secure boom
NEW YORK (API Construction workers
early today secured the
boom of a crane that
dangled -like a broken
Tinker Toy" 44 stories
over a Manhattan street
after collapsing atop a
new skyscraper, killing a
pedestrian.
Warren F. Levenberg,
31, was struck and killed
by a piece of debris as he
Viet) to outrun the hail of
granite, glass and metal
knocked loose Wednesday morning when the
137-foot crane gave way
on top of the ContinentalIllinois Center on
Madison Avenue two
blocks north of St.
Patrick's Cathedral.
witnesses and police said.
Sixteen others suffered
injuries, most of them
minor, and only one person remained hospitalized overnight.
A 30-foot, one-ton section of the boom damaged
when the crane collapsed
hung suspended by a
single piece of metal tubing over the normally
busy street until workers
finally secured it with
cables about 2 a.m, to-

Police said the block
would remain closed until
the crane is dismantled
and removed.
The broken crane,
silhouetted against the
sky, looked "like a
broken Tinker Toy," said
Tracy Rattner, 21, of
Chappagua, N.Y. "People were yelling and
screaming and pointing
to the sky. It looked like a
little child had knocked
down all his toys."
The skyscraper, which
is partially occupied, and
other buildings on thestreet were evacuated.
Workers inside were told
they could return today
using a side entrance, but
no one would be allowed
into offices facing 53rd
Street.
A number of workers
narrowly escaped injury
when windows were
broken by flying debris
after the crane ripped
chunks of stone from the
structure.
"It sounded like the
world was coming to an
end," Police Officer
Daniel Lunt said. "People were just running in

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

2 Bus rider $
I Play the lead
pass of a
Mai
UM
hi A S
type
5 Article 01
80 LIME [HMI
furniture
3 Succor
TLG110111CICILLIOL3
8 Shirt of a sort 4 Sun god
NOM CCM/0
12 Soto
5 Poets
13 Blackbird
6 Goals
C/CiEl iLmu
14 Unlock
7 Expire
ELJU EILIEI UIIBLI
15 Wander
8 !taken river
HI CCM DOC C
9 Choose
• about
OMR CMG OLIO
16 Command
10 Lore
MOE) 01317 MEI
18 Make lace
11 Preposition
GOLD InCIIRCIL)
19 Article
16 German
IDUCICIRCILIEI CIO A
20 Advantaoe
river
CCU MOM CHM
21 Zeus s
17.Iranian coin
N
aFTS Eng P
beloved
20 The other
23 Digraph
spread.
24 Transactions 22 King of
34 Equal
45 Merit
Basilan
26 Heathen36 Sloped
46 Beams
28 Present
25 Later
animal
48 Slender finial
29 The sun,
26 Vessel
3111Form
50 Nahoor
30 Inlet
27 Macaw
39 Cooled lava
sheep
32 Remo
28 Eggs
40 Spacious
51 Gob
33 Camp bed
29 Cry
41 Ponder
53 Printer s
34(asp for
31 Munched
42 Calumny
measure
breath
33 No gentle44 Stupefy
54 Scale note
35 Exist
man he
36 Flap
2 3 4
5 8
37 Blue suiting
38 Foray
12
13
40 American
ostrich
41 Ed s concern
2
23
43 Silver symbol
44 Float in an
4
45 Teutonic
30
deity
47 Rubber tree
3
352
/
49 Bar legally
51 Chinese
pagoda
52 Opera house
extra
55 Emerald isle
56 One. no mat- 4
ter which
52
57 Sea eagles
DOWN
55
.57
t Epic tale
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THAT'S RIGHT... A
CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE WAS
CALLING YOU, BUT IT MADE
50 MUCH NOISE I ATE IT!

1' l ' I .
YOUR BOYFRIEND,
SLUGGO, IS NEVER
GOING TO
AMOUNT TO
ANYTHING

RIGHT
NOW HE'S
STUDYING
CHEMISTRY

different directions and
screaming."
The crash shook the
area like an earthquake,
another witness said
Levenberg, of Vienna,
Va., a comptroller for
Ringling Bros., Barnum
and Bailey Circus, was an
New York on business
and was passing by wheh
the crane broke.
Eleven of the injured
were treated at Roosevelt
and Bellevue hospitals
and all were released except Diana Smith, 33, also
of Vienna, Va.. who was
admitted for treatment of
a thigh wound. The other
injured refused treatment, police said.
A board of inquiry will
be called to determine
what caused the crane to
topple, said Irwin
Fruchtman, cointnisstoner of the city
Buildings Department.
The building is owned
by Tishman Realty and
Construction Co., and a
subcontractor, the Titan
Marble and Stone Co. of
Totowa, N.J., had been
installing the
Skyscraper's red granite
facing.

Brown names
two to U of L
trustees board

LA.S;SnIE
2

Notice

I. Legal MIK!

FAMILY
FLEA
MARKET
Fri. and Sat., July
23, 24. B.??? Old

17th, corner at
1 7th and Olive.

Yard
Sale
July 24, 8 a.m
o clock, 903 Vine St
ping pong table, 13
snowtires, 38- 3
piece suits, old sinks
clothes.

Economically
Priced Autos
Check Our
Classified
S '

a
INVITATION TO LEASE
OFFICE AND CLASSROOM SPACE
The Department of Finance of Kentucky desires to lease approximately 8,300
net square feet of office, classroom, and
storage space with parking to be located
in Murray, Kentucky. Space must be
'available for occupancy on or before
September 1, 1982.
,
Responses May be-made by any person
in writing on or before 10:00 a.m. Friday,
.1W 30, la82. You need only to designate
the type and location property, the name
and address of the property owner, and
the date of availability of the property for
lease. Lease Requisition Number PR-2875
should be clearly marked on the outside
envelope of each proposal submitted to
Room 171, New Capitol Annex, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601.
All responses received will be publicly
opened and read at the above designated
time. You will be notified by a representative of the Leasing Section so that an appointment can be made to inspect the proposed facility.
Property must be approved by the Office of the State Fire Marshal, meet OSHA
and handicapped accessibility specifications, as well as existing applicable
building codes. For any additional information, contact Fred Street, of the
Leasing Section, at 502-564-2461.

Family
Bond.

FRANKFORT,
Ky.(
— Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. on Wednesday .
appointed Thomas
Simons and R. Gene
Smith to six-year terms
Vour family's
on the University of
1savings program
Louisville Board of is unique. Inu have
Trustees. .•
different iweds. And
Simons, chairman and aifferent concerns. That's
chief executive officer of n h tio0 many families
Capital Holding Corp., is have made I...S. Sas ings
their family IN rod.
a director of the Ken- Bonds
It's the Mind that holds a
tucky Economic Develop- family 's savings program
ment Corp., the together.
Louisville Fund for the Jr. -That's because bonds
Arts and the Louisville offer so man) guarantees.
Area Chamber of Com- (Marantees that are just
right for any. family. Like
merce.
guaranteed interest return.
Simons, 53, also is (iwaranteed tax benefits.'
chairman of the Broad- (ivasunteed safety. And
all hacked by the most
way Project Corp. that is
solid guarantee of all.
working to improve and
America. develop the downtown
So, when y.ou're looking
Broadway area in
for that bond as unique as
Louisville.
your savings needs. look
Smith, 47, is deputy
to C.S. Savings Bonds.
They- really are the
secretary of the state
Family Bond.
Commerce Cabinet and
formerly was an executive with Citizens
Fidelity Bank of
Louisville for 22 years.
They replace W. Scott
Miller Jr. and A. Wallace
Grafton Jr.

.stoc
mAmerica.
I'LL HAVE TO
TEACH THOSE GUYS
TO WHISPER..

HE'S READING THE LIST
OF INGREDIENTS ON A
CAN OF BUG SPRAY
V

au*

ZZ

voi.; compLA,JE7 16
.. _ea

,46 A

SOFT Ers1OUGi-1
FOR YOU?
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11~;114111

41-

;

2. Notice
NOTICE Of
PUBLIC SALE
The following mobile home
trill be sold by The Colwell
Co. to the highest bidder on
Jelly 21, 1912. beginning or
I 1:00 win, .4th, Mdress
shown below. All soles Sr.
for cosh and ore final. Seller
hos th• right to bid. All
goods ore sold as is ond no
moor eeeee Or mrranty of
any mture either expressed
or impleied is mule. Any
statement to either year or
model is for identificetion
Oley.

1911

Commodore: Nom
Star
14' oil'
SerMI No. NS•19390
Sloths ems. Mobile Names
Route 4 flos 40
Benton, KY K2laa

SUMSTEAD!THIS IS
THE SECOND TIME
I'VE CAUGHT YOU
^

1. Notice
et es re e
r
P
you• .
lity ParIR trait. Bring your II
musical instru-D
men?, pet, sports1
equipment, etc.
CARTER STUDIO •
300 Main
753 87911

Special
Sale
Shotgun, Reminton,
Model 870 Magnum.

$i 297

Smith & Wesson 44
Cal. revolver, 8 inch
barrel, Power
Custom, lndepen
dance Mo.

Vernon's Western
Str re
OLYMPIC PLAZA
OPEN 9wm to
9pm DAILY
SUNDAY I pm
to 6pm
753-7113

14170
Northern milt
r ,,shed, large kite
ii window, te011,
garden

"BUT T Turner
,70
nagr...Ecis,-. SHE oleo

'THE ow F4rHER
L,54maeA WA5
NeARTEIROKEM

Help Wanted

Hove S minutes? Coll
759 4444 fpr an inspirational ntessoge to
brightort your ivy
aradree's tope 759
444$,

16. Home F

Friday and Saturdalr
night manager Mature
person, exper,ence
preferred but not
necessary
Ap
proximately 31 35 hours
a week Apply in person
Behrs Store Central
Shopping Center in
Murray Applications
will be accepted
through Monday

Le-

1/2 corm Waterfall up
to 2 caret waterfall
Rubies diamonds and
sapphires
FROM

HELP
WANTED

$197.00
To

$1297.00
GOLD 8
SILVER
Wholesale
Jewelers Inc.
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 AM to
6 PM daily
I PM to 6 PM Sunday
753-7113

Big
Yard
Sale
July 23 and 24 at
Jonathan Creek
Courts Hwy. 68 at
Jonathan Creek. For
information call 354.
8124.

73 VW Square Back, 4
in floor. Asking
800.00 will consider
best offer. 753-3282

M & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of glass. plexiglass, and
mirrons We install auto
glass and' replace side
mirrors, for cars and
trucks We install
aluminum store fronts,
plate glass, and in.
sulated glass We fix
storm windows, storm
doors, and screens. We
cut glass table tops,
mirrors, and window
glas's. We also repair
and replace patio door
glass. M 8. G Glass Co
816 Coldwater Rd. 753-0180 or 753-2798.

NOTICE
For your convenience lint
Suitor from our Sales Dept
will he at ear IM•roisen
from 130 PM to 100 PM
on Mondays, Timid'',
Thersays gad friguys.
PUIDOMS, Olt/SNOWS,
PONTIAC, CADILLAC
1404 W. M•in
753 5315

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Urban Renewal and
Community Development Agency
will hold a public meeting on Monday, July 26, 1982 at 5:30 p.m. on
the second floor of City Hall.
The public hearing will be for the
purpose of discussion of the performance of the South Douglas
Community Development grant.
All interested citizen groups and
persons are welcome to attend and
participate.
Gene Opal Thorpe, Chairman
Citizens Advisory Committee

h.

50 MLICN ABOUT
YOUR MATTRESS
4,..16.
I PECIPEP T0
GET 'IOU A
NEW ONE

1. Notice

I. Legal 1101iCt

IN THE CALLOWAY COUNTY FISCAL
COURT
IN THE MATTER OF: PETITION OF
DONALD A. JONES FOR DISCONTINUANCE OF A ROAD, UNDER THE
PROVISIONS OF K RS 178.070, LOCATED
IN CANTERBURY ESTATES SUBDIVISION, UNIT 2, PLAT OF WHICH IS
RECORDED IN PLAT BOOK 3, PAGES
62 and 63, IN THE OFFICE OF THE
CLERK OF THE CALLOWAY COUNTY
COURT
NOTICE
The Fiscal Court of Calloway Count)
now has under consideration the Petition
of Donald A. Jones to discontinue and
abandon a road located in Canterbury
Estates Subdivision, plat recorded in Plat
Book 3, Pages 62-63, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Said road is more particularly described as follows:
An unnamed road existing between Lot
No. 1 in Block "M", in Unit 2 of Canterbury Estates Subdivision, and Lot No, 6,
Block "L", Unit 2, Canterbury Estates
Subdivision, all as shown by plat of
Canterbury Estates Subdivision, recorded
in Plat Book 3, Pages 62 and 63, in the offlee of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court.
The public is hereby notified that a
hearing will be had concerning the closing
of said road on or before the 10th day of
August, 1982, in the Calloway County Fiscal
Court, Courthouse Building, Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky.
DATED this 1st day of July, 1982.
GEORGE WEAKS,JUDGE
CALLOWAY COUNTY FISCAL COURT

and new items
for
Something
everyone. 304 N

30

FURCHES
JEWELRY
753-2835
Jewelry Repair
Stone setting

Handicrafted Gold
Nuggets
Chain Repair
6. Help Wanted
Anyone interested in
mowing the Ivy Ceme
tary please call Otis
Falwell 492-8228 or be
Present at the cemetary
Saturday morning July
24 at 10a.m.
EXECUTIVE
LEGAL
SECRETARY
Forward complete resume listing
qualifications, experience,'references
and salary expectation
to P. O. Box 789 Murray.
Kentucky 42071
Mechanic wanted new
car dealership Send
resume to PO Box 1040G
Murray, Ky. 42071
Need a dependable
babysitter. References
Send replies to PO Box
1193 Murray, Ky. 42071.

Antique It,
With exce
bin and
Porcelain
on it Also
dishwasher
Used 2
mowers,
mowers, 1
mower,
some repa
color ant
fires Affet
4860
,

19. Farm Et

Assistant Manager
Trainee, must be

aggressive, self
motivated and
available to work
all shifts. Some
experience required. Apply at
Save Mart, 801
Coldwater Road,
11 A.M. to 1 P.M.
No Phone Calls.
Need mom:.
Sei. Avon
for the summer Call
753 0171 or 753 0232.
Responsible woman to
clean house 1 day
weekly. Must have re
ferences. 753,7418.
Secretary receptionist
wanted part time.
Duties: payroll, typing,
record keeping, etc
Mail resume to. PO Box
1040F Murray, Ky
42071
Wanted • Mature, re
Sponsible adult to keep 5
month old baby, in our
home. Must have re
ferences Write PO Box
1040D Murray. Ky .
42071.

9. Situation Wanted
Man seeking a job
driving tractor. trailer
experienced 759 9587.
Will do house cleaning
Have references. Call
527 8831 or 753 3498 after
4p.m.
Would like 10 babysit in
my home Have re•
ferences. 489 2789.

10. Business Opportunity
New growth Industry
The profitability of
multi level marketing
combined with the ease
and simplicity of mail
order. Part or full time
Ne inwes3awow&•-er.4•0m •
vantory required Call
753 8731.

11. Instruction
Private and group art,
lessons with ex
perienced and certified
art teacher. Drawing
and other types of art
media offered Ages
5 adult 753 8466.
Private piano lessons
With experienced
church pianist. Be
ginners or immediate
Any age 53. per half
hour. Airport Road,
489 2869.

13. For Sale or Trade
PROPERTY at 3rd and
Sycamore wifli 6 bay
concrete block building.
with all utilities and
paved parking lot.
Property can be used
for any type business.
Will. take car or pickup
on- trade. Owner will
finance Paducah 554 .
5543.
Redworm raising busi
.ness for sale. Good
POtential. 436 2102

315 Intern.
bine with
hydrolic
header, 2
header exc
lion 492 861
Three gr,
portable ba
transport c
motors, a
Contact
County A
phone 753.17
Tractor I
300 row
P.T.O. p
plifier. LW
with a Al
never been
hitch Extrc
Call aft
753 6943

22. Musical

Baldwin I
Organs.
Lonardo
Paris, Ter
Penney's.

INFL
PR

On Picini
Sanyo,
Marinas ci
World
leper! swab
humeri.
753

CAR STE R
K en wood,
Mitsubishi,
fessional
Sunset BOu I
Rixielan
Chestnut St
Dual 1214
turntable
condition. C2
Gemeinha
Excellent
Call 753 1
5 30p m

23. Extermir

Kelley's
L Pest

Plume 7

21. Miscellan

Baldwin p
acrosanic
new Excel
lion bench
1 1 00
B
Mediterrar
formal di!
suite, incluc
table with 1
china cabli
server, ope
top. 6 velvet
$1500 Sell!
51000. new.
selling pi
smaller horn'
Firewood c
S23. per
436 2292.

44,

14. Want to Buy
Need to buy a freezer at
a low price 753 0351
Want to buy a Fisher
Baby Bear stove. 753
7858 after 7p m
Would like to buy young
Mallard hens 436 2455

Boys
Billy the
Size 4-7

15. Articles for Sale
Simko saddle good
condition. 26in bicycle
used. Needs some work.
435-4391.
Upright frost free deep
freeze 753 8150

16. Home Furnishings
Dinette table
chairs 753 0974

and

4

PASCHALL 8. SON
Your Carpet Super Market
JULY SALE
While It Lasts

12 ond I 5 ft Rubberhrick Commercial
Tweed 2 99 sq yd
12 ft Outside Grass 2 99 sq yd
12 ft Fat Rubberback Hi Lo Shag 4 95 sq yd
121, Heavy Jute Bock Cornmericol,d 95 sq 'rd
12 ft Jute bock Newly hir LoShoci.6 50 sq yd
(Many colors & Styles)
12 ft Printed Kitchen Carpet 395 sq yd
12 ft Plush Shog horn 8 95 to 10 95 sq yd
Compare to corpet selling at twice the price
Thousands ond thousands of yards to choose from
Short rolls standing around wollS even less
Good Pad I 00 yd
a

a

1 1 /1
Opal c
clusters
jewelry
jewelry fi

tuf-

r,tvered for leas than

225.00 per worilh
LAU BAUM
.
SALES
Nay 62, lane,...Open
Set / Sem.
•

PASCHALL & SON
8 Miles from Murray, Ky.
On 641 So. between Pioryear, Tenn.
and Hazel, Ky.
Open II 5 days a week
901-498-8963

BEST
enr---411L

COPY AVAIL

4.

P461.15 1111 VII HH I

e••

,"

1.1.04,Elt a 11 MF• 1 hur..da) Jul)

k%

22

31raaggA
g
lik

16. Home Furnishings
I Saturday
aer Mature

butnot
ce
Pere
Ap
r y
31 35 hours
ly in person
'e Central
Center in
pplications
accepted
lay _

30. Business Rentals

Antique kitchen cabinet Fisher VLF 553 D metal
with excellent flower detector and a
Regency
bin and roll top with 10 channel scanner
porcelain top that goes 753 9646
On it Also G E portable For
sale 1974 Plymouth
dishwasher 759 4822
400 motor and 4 Mad
2 7hp riding wheels fit Ford and
Used
mowers, 4 push type automatic tran for 1972
mowers, 1 self propelled Ford 436 2555
mower, 1 tiller needs For sale AA Kirby and
Bicycle**
some repair
.
1°Electrolux vacuum
color antenna, used cleaners, with at
tires After 5p.m
753 tachments
Good as
060
new call Paris 901 641
7473
Helium Balloons on a
315 International corn string for sale 9 and
bine with cab, 10ft I lin
sizes
Assorted
hydrolic automatic colors for birthdays.
header. 2 row corn anniversaries, and all
header excellent condi occassions 753 0817
lion 492 8613.
Kelvi-nator room air
Three grain bins, 1 conditioner 5000 BTU (1'
portable batch dryer, 2 only). 5210 6200 BTU (2
transport augers. fans, only), 5245 8000 BTU It
motors, augers, etc only), $285 COAST TO
Contact Calloway COAST HARDWARE
County ASCS Office Professional massage
phone 753-1781.
table, stereo console,
Tractor International magnavox, electric sign
300 row crop
Live 3x5, utility trailer 4x9,reel
P. T O. portue am
to reel recorder, bass
plifier Like new tires boat, motor and trailer,
with a new bushhog folding mete l garage
never been used. 3 point door Call 753 5281.
hitch Extra nice. $2500 Sawdust
Will deliver.
Call after 5p m
Shoemaker Lumber Co.
753 6943
Hwy 21 North McKenzie,
Tenn. 901 352 5777, after
5p m. 901 352 3632
Baldwin Pianos and Solid redwood patio
Organs. New Used, furniture, 12 pieces and
Lonardo Piano Co., umbrella. Two sum
Paris, Tenn
next to mers old. Call Diana
Penney's.
Parker 753'5675.
Used building materials
and supplies for sale.
INFLATION
Call 753 58.83.
PRICES
Victoria 100 tomato
iuicer $25.99, grape
Pioneer, Sony,
On
spiral
$6.99, berry
Sanyo, Majestic,
screen $8.99. Wallen
Morautz car stereos.
Hdw..Paris, Tenn. ,

19, Farm Equipment

LP

ITED
Manager
must

be

re, self
ed and
to work
s. Some
ice reApply at
irt, 801
r Road,
to 2 P.M.
Calls.
y? Sell Avon
irnmer
Call
0 0232.
woman to
J se 1 day
psi have re
I•7418.
receptionist
iart time.
'roll, typing,
eping, etc
e to . PO Box
irr-ay, Ky
Aature, re
lull to keep 5
baby, in our
.5 have re
rite PO Box
rray, Ky.

Vanted

ing a job
ctor. trailer
759 9587
Ise cleaning
ences
Call
'53 3498 after
lo babysit in
Have re'
2789

Opportunity

h Industry
lability of
marketing
ith the ease
ity of mail
or full time.
.
wired. Call

1

group al..
with ex
nd certified
Drawing
ypes of art
)red
Ages
166
ino lessons
erienced
anist. Be
immediate.
1. per half
ort Road,

r Trade

at 3rd and
6 bay
:k building,
nlities and
'king lot.
n be used
e business,
✓ or pickup
)wrier will
ducah 554.

'MS

using busiale. Good
2102

a freezer at
30351.
f a_ Fisher
stove. 753
buy young
436 2455

Sale

free
0

V.Musical

World of Sound
heart service 21 years is
business.

753.5865

27. Mobile Home Sales

Four house trailers
each 10 wide sell all
CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Maraqtz. $1800 each or 56500 for
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro all Need work 753/975
fessional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Qixieland Center A 1 or 3 bedroom new
furniture and carpet,
Chestnut St. 753'0113.
Dual 1214 automatic air conditioned. 585 to
turntable excellent $150, per month. Shady
•Oaks 753-5209.
condition. Call 759 1304.
Gemeinhardt flute. Mobile home in country
Excellent condition. 5175 monthly. Call 489'
Call 753 8025 after 2711.
5.30p.m.
Near Murray real nice 2
bedroom, furnished
completely with washer
and dryer. Call 759- 1305.
Nice 1 bedroom trailer
for rent near Murray.
No pets. 489 2611.
One mobile home space
for rent. All utilities in.
Large shady lot. Private. 753 4091.
Trailers for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court
Phone 753-3114
Two bedroom furnished
mobile home for rent.
Call 435 4278.
Two bedroom all elec
Baldwin piano with tric furnished trailer,
acrosanic sound like for rent. Call Brent
Excellent condi
new
Manning 753 4808.
lion bench included
51100. Beautiful
Mediterranean. style
formal dining room
suite, includes octagon
table with leaf, lighted
china cabinet, buffet
server, open to slate
top, 6 velvet seat chairs
Sells for over
$1500
Custom Built
53000. new. Reason for
Portable Buildings
selling purchased a
smaller home. 247 5222.
Jost off Hey. 121S. At
Firewood Cut to order.
Cherry Corners,
$23. per rick. Call
753-0984 733-8872
436 2292

28. Mobile Home Rentals

23. Exterminating

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

24. Miscellaneous

30. Business Rentals

deep

liShingS
and

4

Boys
Billy the Kid
Size 4-7

Youth
Plain Pocket
Size 8-18

Mens
Plain Pocket
Size 24-40 '

$ 1 00
extra
Bring Your Own Tote Bag

THE TAILOR SHOP
‘
p1600 DODSON AVE.
tyP MURRAY, KY.
4
. SPECIAL PRICES r_V"
DON'T MISS IT!‘1.7
Diamond Solitaires

se from
ess

-

44eWhen The Truck Runs 4p
.416
You Save A Ton
Ir.
AP No Frills Blue Jean Sale Ass
Starts Fri. July 23
First Line Jeans

Your Name on pocket

dle good
in
bicycle
some work

le
4

24. Miscellaneous

a very honest 1/2 plus off.
1/2 ct. $570
3/4 ct. $860
1.08c1. $1,550
1 1/2 ct. Emerald and Diamond $499
3 ct. ruby cluster 5899
Opal and diamond and Opal 8. ruby
clusters $299 to $375. Immediate
jeweky repair and hand mode display
jewelry for sale.

LEO'S IMMEDIATE
JEWELRY REPAIR
404 N. 12th

753-9899

Mini
Worthiest
Storer Specs
For Rent
753-4731
Four car shop for rent
753 8406 or 753 9997

32. Apts. For Rent
Extra nice 1 bedroom
furnished apartment 1
/1 block from Univers
it y Open now. Call
753 2977 after 5p m
Furnished 1 bedroom
garage apartment. 1606
52 Miller Ave., 1 block
from campus No pets
5150 753 1203.
Male needs place to
share until University
starts Aug. 19
Call
753 7149
Neatly furnished 1 bed
room apartment. In
quire 100 S 13th St.
Nice two bedroom brick
duplex 3 miles east
Stove, refrigerator,
water furnished $I75 a
Fnonth plus $175 de
posit Call after Sp m
753 1513
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near down
town -Murray. 753 4109,
762-6650 or 436.2844.
One bedroom efficiency
apartment for girls.
Partial utilities paid. No
pets. $95. monthly. 753
9741.
One bedroom efficiency
carpeted, private bath
$95. monthly, plus de
posit Across from col
lege
753 4793 after
4p m.
One bedroom Apart
merit, Hamlet North,
carpet, range, re
frigerator, disposal
Lease required. No
pets
Call 753 7550 or
153-7559.
One bedroom furnished
apartment 753-3134.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. 1 or 2
adults. $80. per renth
plus deposit. Call
5405.
Three room furnished
apartment, water furnished. 5130 per month
rent $100. deposit.
Modest electric bill.
Call 753 8835 'ay, 753
9829 night.
Two bedroom apart
ment non furnished.
across from college
$185
a month plus
depbsit. 713 4793 after
4p.m.
Two bedroom apart
merit furnished or unfurnished. Lease and
deposit. Call 753 9208
after 4p.m.
Two bedroom apart
merit available August
151. 5190. Call 753-4593.
Two bedroom Town
Houses available at
Hamlet North Apart
ments, carpeted, cen
tral air and heat, range,
disposal,dishwasher,
refrigerator, washer
and dryer hookup.
Lease required. Call
753.7550 or 753-7559.
Two young women want
to share a nice house
with another woman
Near MSU and down
town
2
bath private
entrance. Available
August I. Call Rebekah
after Sp m. 753 6577.

34. Housesfor Rent
1301 Peggy Ann 3 bed
room house for rent.
Call 435 4278.
For rent like new 2
bedroom home
Garage, central air, fenced
yard. 5300 a month.
Call 502-695 1871.
MSU couple With child
and cat wants to rent
Small 2 bedroom house
With wood stove within
10 miles of MOrray. Call
759-9738 between 530
and 9p m
Three bedroom house
near Ky. Lake. Com
pletely ,furnished,
washer dryer included.
753-8964 after 5p m.
Deposit required.
Three bedroom brick, 2
bath, double garage.
and storage
2 miles
South of Murray. De
posit required. 753 6227.

37. Livestock-Supplies
Horses boarded. Pas
ture $20. Stalls $30.
Limited soace. 753 3010.
Registered Racking and
Tennessee walking
gelding and mare. Show
or pleasure Good dis,
position. 753.9390.
X.

Pets-Supplies

AKC German Shepherd
puppies 60 champions
and also guard dogs.
502 554 1153.
AKC male Cocker
Spaniel 8 months old.
Had shots. Call 753 3015
Black or VIver toy
Poodle puppies 550 5
year old Registered
female poodle 575. Call
474.8050 after 3p.m.
Two AKC German
Shepherd male pups. 11
months. 5150. 1 AKC

standard- Poodle black
male. II
753 7810

..-**oo`...97.-1041rtir

month. $250.

Me
g

11 Public Saie

Yard
Sale

zrx
43. Real Estate

4.Produce

Sweet corn tor sale
492 8280 75 cents a
dozen you pick, S)
dozen we pick
Sweet corn for sale s
dozen 49 2324

41. Public Sale

103E)

4. Auto Services

Purees" S. Thermion
Issssssc•
Reel Estate
Seithside Cowl Se
Molloy, Reined,
753-4451

52 Boats-Motors

KEY
AUTO PARTS
Noy 1 2 1 South
Marray, Ky.

So. 1-3 Rein of slim.
2223 Edinhouge (Mei
of Gotmdtorooph).

3-Party
Yard Sale

1511 Belmont Sat

lx
only! 8 0
Chandelier, maternity
clothes, playpen, girls
ly

24th

sizes birth

8 toys and
numerous other
household items

Yard
Sale
Yard
,Sale
Fri., July 23 and Sat.
July 24. 8 - 430.
Baby items, clothes,
furniture, household
items, much more. 2
miles north of Alms on
OLD 641N. In case of
rain July '30 and 31.

4-Party
MovingYard Sale
Fri and Sat. 305 N.
12 th St. 7-'°
'Furniture,
weights,
drapes, misc.,
glassware, clothing!

Commercial property in Coldwater, has
several
possibilities, service station,
grocery store,
clean-up shop and
others. Call us today at 753-4000.

-Realtors
Village Hwy 641 N.
Murray Ky

FOR SALE OR
TRADE.
2 bedroom
Sat.
only!
8-4
home in town for a, 3
bedroom
in
town or
p.m. 5 1 3 S. 7tio
country. Let us show
St. Toaster oven,
you this adorable star
ter home or retirement
children's
good
home This home is in a
clothes, misc.
quiet neighborhood, on
a large lot and has extra
outside storage. With
V. out trade Owner will
finance Priced in the
20's. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753'7724.

Yard
Sale

Fri. and Sat. 23 and
24. 8-2. Good
childrens clothing and
adults.
Household
items, toys.
1519
Beckett
bury
Ky.

Dr.Canter-

Subd.

Murray,

13. Re& Estate

KOPPE UD
753-1222
FOPS LAII1G.
11.111111QMIlli

Yes You Can! An
exceptional home
with outstanding
features that can
be purchased at a
reasonable price. 3
bedrooms, 1 't
baths, beautiful
den, central gas
heat, central air,
partial basement.
Home is immaculate, and in
good neighborhood. Priced in the
upper $40's. KOPPERRUD REALTY.753-1222.

New

s d

cud

oils

parts batteries tires
wheel cowers Awe
iii.
A
753-5500

19. Used Cars
)968 Cadillac for sale or
trade Good running cop
dition Call 753 9400
)968 Camarothice Call
753 0009 before 4PM
1971 Karmann Ghia
convertible new top
collectors item 52300
Call 753-0717 after 6p m.
1971 Toyota Air, good
miles Per gallon, 4
speed good condition
753 2590 after Sp.m.
1972 Olds, Delta, 'runs
good, good tires, body
rough. Call 759 9653.
1972 VW good condition
radial tires $1450. 7538174_
1975 Fiat, excellent
condition
51000. Call
474 2741,
1975 Honda Civic 5
Speed, great mileage,
runs good. $1350 Call
753-0717 after 6p.m
1976 Chevy Monza good
gas mileage. 753 9261
after 4p.m
1976 Grand Prix triple
black extra clean 1978
Chevy truck Call 489
2753 after 5p.m.
1977 Plymouth Volare
station wagon. Power
brakes power steering,
air condition. Extra
nice 78,000 miles. $2100.
753-8184
1982 Cheiiy Citation
1100 miles, loaded.
$8500.. Call 753 9043
days, after 8p.m. 762
4318.
•
1982 Mazda 626 luxury. 1
owner bought new in
Murray
753.1331 or
after 5p.m.. 753-1207.
Jeeps, Cars, Trucks
under $100 available at
Idcal govt sales in your
area. Call (refundable)
1 714-569.0241 ext. 1281
for directory on how to
purchase. 24hrs.
Rare 1947 antique
Chryslew 3 window
coupe
Needs restora•
lion. Highest offer. 4365806.
Sale. trade 1969 Buick
New parts, runs good
Ford pickup equa'
value. 436 5806.
Surplus Jeeps Cars
Boats. Many sell for
under $50. For -in
formation call 312-931
1961 Ext. 1774.
Would like to take over
payments on late model
small car and -or station
wagon. Call 436-5369.

A REAL MONEY
MAKER
Each side
has two bedrooms, 1
Fca
bath, a
kitchen
Here's eirn
chance to have
a home with income and
build equity for the
future. Phone for details and appointment.
753.1492 Century 21,
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Fri. 8-??? Sat, till
A park like setting for
this desirable home in
noon. lots of new and
nterbury Estates. 3
misc. things.
used
bedrooms, 2 baths, livEdge of Kirksey on
ing room, dining area,
299. Look for signs.
kitchen -and den with KENTUCKY LAKE
fireplace. All this on 'a
'LOTS - Lot 22 and 23 in
beautiful lot. KOP.
Green Valley. Re
PERUD REALTY stricted area. 759-9457.
)53-1122.
BEST BUY ON THE 46.
A
L
K
E FOR
SALE BY OW
Now is the time of the
NE R. Owner will finyear to take off, in your
equity at 12 perance
boat docked behind your
icent to qualified buyer.
house or to enjoy the
.4 bedroom, 1 bath, 2 car
peace and beauty of
garage, city schools.
Kentucky Lake. We
wooded lot, 1207 Doran
806 N. 19th. Furhave 2 lovely homes
.Rd.. 753-9732.
with owner financing
niture,
collectables,
Farm
your own land
oriced in 550's. Let us
clothes, some antiShow you how you can and be only 4.9 miles
ques. Fri. and Sat.,
have that lake home from the city limits.
you've always wanted Nice brick home and 20
July 23 and 24.
and now you can afford. acres located on
Highway 94 West. Two
Call Spann Realty As
bedrooms. 1 i2 baths,
SOC. 753-7724.
and includes all ap
1977 Pacer 6
pliances. KOPPERUD
REALTY 753 1222.
cylinder
Delux.
Home for sale by owner
Loaded, low
3 blocks from shopping
center, 5 years old,
miloge, mint conincluding
ft
2100sq
Office Coast to Cunt
dition. 26 MPG,
garage. Also has, car.
Sayers Nen Everywhere
port Bargain at 555,000
753-7113.
leliehle Service Since 1900
603 Elm St. Friday and
For appointment call
1917 Colthootor toed
753.1934, after 7p.m
Sat. July 24 and 25 8/Affray, Rented, 42071
753-1861.
(50717534116
5. 12 years of attic
This well built older
Ileytime
accumulation.
home has 2 enclosed
4011. KENNON
porches, a, very large 1967 Chevrolet pickup
Broker
basement with game step Side bed, 6 cylin
licensed L leaded
room with outside en der, straight shift. nice
trance. 5 bedrooms. $1250. 753.8124.
WORTH A SECOND central
replarheot water 1977 CJ -5, two tops, white
heat
gas.
LOOK- If you have not
fireplace,
spoke wheels, high back
seen a home yet that's wood floors and storage seats, A 1 condition. 1972
worth your tithe and everywhere
KOP
Kawasaki 500, good condimoney then it is time PERUD REALTY. 753 tion, 1450. call 354 6257
you saw this 4 bedroom, 1222. Price just reduced after 9AM.
2 bath home, a family to s54,900.
1977 Ram Charger 4x4
room the kids can live
Two bedroom house Power steering
power
1611 and 1610 Col- in. A living room you Cherry Corner 70054, ft. .brakes, air, cruise,
will really live in. We're
2.7 acres. $8000 Well, no sharp $3100. 437-4738
lege Farm Rood. hi,
sure you will like what pump 474-8834
1978 Ford Courier
and Sot. 9-5. Men and
you see. For a grand
pickup. 30.000 miles.
tour call 753 1492 Cen
women
clothes,
AM-FM, air, tool box.
fury 21 Loretta Jobs
household items, lots
Realtors. Owner says. 1978 115 Yamaha good Asking 51150. Phone
of misc.
753.5562
he will not refuse any condition. 753 7989
limili
reasonable offer
1978 Yamaha Enduro 1979 Jeep CJ 7 with new
Excellent condi Ramsey wench. 436 1214
125
tion. Less than 40.00 after 5.30pm
miles used on road only. Approximately 2500
Call 753 8811 after 5p.m
desert sand brick also
ton
1979 Yamaha YZ 400 1975 Chevrolet
Helmet. 4 wheel drive truck.
dirt bike
4911
437
shoulder. pad, and kid
net belt, gloves, boots
included $650 Call Bill
at 759 1425'
1973 Shasta camper
1980 Suzuki GS 850G 12ft 51200. or best offer
753 2708 must sell 759 9673
fully dressed
after 5p m
1980 Everest by
)980 Yamaha 650 Globestar. 25ft
mini
6747
Call 753
Special
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
motor home Dodge 360,
Sp
m
after
12,000
miles.
753
9646
July 30, 1912, 6:00 p.m.
981 Yamaha 6 51L24ft. Frolic camper.
Well built and cared for three bedroom
Special. Like new. Only _52150 After 4p m 753
brick. Two full baths. Fireplace in family
5 1 8 0 0 8623
700 miles
room. Range and double oven. 759 9995 Ask for Mr
Stewart.
Dishwasher. Majority of drapes and
carpeted through-out. More than average
For sale 1979 TS Suzuki 1978
18ft. Hydro Sport
100 nice 753 8428
amount of storage space. Locattlebn apbass , boat
with 175
Mercury and trailer 1
proximately i ll acres of land featuring
Lawrence depth finders
outside storage building, concrete moored
Import Auto Salvage and
motor guide fOot
dog pen, paved drive and double carport.
New and used auto control trolling motor.
Propeety is located on Highway 121 North. parts ()Pen 8 5 Call- after 3p.m
753
just North of Coldwater.
2330
mon Sat Call 474 2325
Duane's Place Used 231'1 Fiberglass Cruiser
For further information contact Dan
.
vothswesson tarts. tune- 15$ • OMC engine .fully
Miller, Auctioneer or Anna Requarth.
up,' break lobs, rebuilt equipped
$4100. 759
Broker.
,
motors 435.4271
1987

Garage
Sale

1- 4. L▪ ots for Sale

Homesfor Sale

Yard
Sale

•

For .
Sale

Strout.
Realty

Back Yard
Sale

50. Used Trucks

Backyard
Sale

17. Motorcycles

53 Services Offered

Monarch
14 ft
alueninum• ion boat 1978
model 753 0156 offer
6 30p m
during do.
53 5273 ask for Ron
•.r1) Evinrude motor
cc new condition $750
t 753 8776 after 5p m
.•et boat 454 Chevy
bored aria bald/iced
436 2214 after 5 30p m

53. Services Offered
Menne on
my
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses It
stops painting.
Jack Glover
753-1573
AIR CONDITIONERS
and appliances serv iced
Freezers,
washers, dryers. and
refrigerators
All
brands 759 1322
APPLIANCE
SERVICE
Kenmore.
West,ingriouse.
Whirlpool. 20 years
experience. Parts and
service Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice 202 S
5th St
7 5 3
4 8 7 2
753 8886(home).

Appliance repair work
all brands. Specialize in
Tappen Call 753 5341 or
354 6956, Earl Lovett
tuild and Repair
tobacco barns. Free
estimate. Call 435-4147
CARPET CLEANING,
Free Estimates.
Satisfied , references,
Vibra Steam or Quick.
Dry, Cleaning.
(Upholstery Cleaning).
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753 5827.
Campbell's Tree Service. Topping, trimming, removing. Full
insurance
Call 1 527
0918. .
Chimney Sweeping
Service. Do it now
before you need your
chimney. Later we will
have a working list. Call
435 4349eee 762 4792.
Alone
Service
alone 41d rioyl

Co.

miss

Iris

isrk.

!threats

Call

Rill Ed

Roofimp Al Types IS
years experience al
work guaranteed Don
Wilkerson 4892550
or 345 7602

K STUMP RE sDo you nee°
stumps removed from
iour yard or land
leered of stumps? we
an remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips Call
for free estimates Bob
Kemp 45 1343 or Bob
emp Jr 435 4319
Will clean carpets,
windows, alto clean
and was hard wood
floors.
Satisfaction
guaranteed

753-3317
Lawn work done Call
anytime 436 2226
Licensed electrician for
residential and corn
mercial. Heating and
a ircondition, gas in
stallation and repair
Phone 753 7203
MITCHELL
BLACK TOPPING
Commercial. Indust
rial. Residential, also
Patching and Seal
Coating. Phone 753-1537.

Hi-Boy spraying in
tobacco in
southeast part of
county.
Don Spiceland
753-8428

AmloommIndlEM16
Need work on your
trees? Topping, prun
mg, shaping. complete
removal and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVJCE for - Pro
fessional tree care.
753 8536
Refrigeration and Air
Condition Service and
Repair. Central, air Air
conditioners cleaned. Gas
upon air conditioners $23
436 5536.
Repair - on all small
engines. Lawn mowers,
tillers, and chain saws
of any kind. 1001 E.
Glendale- off 12th
St
75/4590.

hilt} 153-0619
ROOF
Coal lump or egg Call
PROBLEMS?
or write Edward Ipock
Need a second opiRt. 1 Dawson Springs.'
Ky. 42408, 797 8318
nion?
Buildup
or
Concrete, block, brick,
Residential.
Local
basements, foun•
referonces. Call Hugh
dations, drive ways,
Outland, 759-1718 or
sidewalks, patios, and
chimneys. ,Free es
753-8076.
"mates. Call 753-5476,
FREE ESTIMATES On
All Electrical, Plumbing, Painting, and Well
Pump Needs. Licensed. Roy's Carpenter Shop
Call 753 0091 or 753-9673.
custom wood working
GENERAL HOME cabinet tops-kitchen
REPAIR. 15 years ex- cabinets remodeling
perience_ Carpentry, additions insurance
concrete, _plumbing_ repairs.753. 58113.
roofing, sliding. NO Will do any type plumbJOB TO SMALL. Free ing installation or re
estimates. Days 4,74. Pairs. Call anytime day
1359, nights 474.2276. *
or night. Experienced.
All work guaranteed
436 5855.
BOOR SANDING
Will do yard work and
AND FINISHING
hedge trimming, cut
20 years experience.
and remove. dead
hedge. Call 753 0712 or
Stained
floors
our
753 3534
speciality.
Will top and trim trees
BODEAU
•37 4911
FLOOR CO
Young man will scrape
354-6127
and paint, indoors and
outdoors
Reasonable
rates. Phone 753-9201_

111111111MEN.
Tired of high interest for new
Homes? We have 10°. APR, no
closing costs and no penalty points.
All you need is a debt free lot for
us to build on. Norma A fades, Apt.
24, Lottie Ct., Paducah, Ky.
42001.

51.Campeg

52. Boats-Motors

4. Auto Services

Commercial building with two bedroom
living area on approximately one acre '
land. Equipment and furniture will remain with Purchaser. Located five miles
south of Murray on Highway 121. Ideal
lbeation for country grocery, flea market
set-up. restaurant, etc. Terms are
liberable and trade-ins would be considered. Owner must sell!!! Contact Anna
Requarth at

Roberts
Realty
75 3-1 65 1 or nights, 753-2477

P
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THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

OBITUARIES
Romy Oakley Rites today for Mr. Washburn
Services fur
E Hr
retired tdruler
dies; funeral i Bill
Washburn will be
Survivors are his wife.
today at 4 p.m in the Mrs Vida Washburn; two
on Saturday
Chapel of Filbeck and sons, George W (Bill)
attain

Romy Ochs Oakley, 72, Cann Funeral Home,
Rt. 6, Cadiz, died Wednes- Benton. The Rev. Glen
day at 10:38 a.m. at Trigg Kesterson and the Rev.
County Hospital. He was Warren Phillips will ofirretired security guard. ficiate.
Burial will follow in Mt.
The deceased was a
member of Garfield Carmel Cemetery in MarLodge No. 569 Free and shall County,
Mr. Washburn, 74, Rt.
Accepted Masons at
Hammond, Ind. Born 4. Benton, died Tuesday
Dec. 28, 1909, in Trigg at 9:20 p.m. at Marshall
County, he was the son of County Hospital, Benton
the late Chester A.
Oakley and Alpha L.
Ahart Oakley.
One son, Robert Lacy
Oakley,died in 1937.
Mr. Oakley is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Helen
Dixon Oakley; twos
daughters, Mrs. Bessie
Halfacre, Muncie, Ind.,
and Mrs. Annette Wolfe,
Hammond, Ind.; three
sons, Roger Oakley.
LaMarque, Texas, and
Eugene Oakley and
William Oakley,. Hammond,Ind.
Also surviving are two
IIMME11111
sisters, Mrs._Retha Wells.
Hammond, Ind., and
Mrs. Edith Atterbury.',
Ledbetter; one brother,
Jesse Oakley, Murray:
two half sisters, Mrs. Cornelia Lane. Calvert City,
and Mrs. Mary Littlejohn, Benton; half
brother. Andrew Oakley,
Trigg County.
Eleven grandchildren
and four greatgrandchildren also survive.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
ckape-I of Goodwin
Funeral Home. Cadiz.
The .Rev. Irvin Darnell
and the Rev. Archie
Brock will officiate.
Burial will follow in
East End Cemetery,
Cadiz.
Friends may call after
4 p.m. Friday at the
funeral home where
Masonic rites will be conducted at 8 p.m. Friday.

FINAL SUMMER

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.
14 alb St

KLINT KELLEY — MAYFIELD, KY

Hog
market

Livestock market
I,0:4%1,114.k
k else.
Larlshaheal 'es rusts L auir
represeutest t.laustarr and feeder

Washburn. Virginia crarneater$4
siatubser
utsia. I 1 a :541 a.
Beach, Va., and Elroy esti.,1-333104275 canner and t War
soar Ell as 311 32-33 al sAsoalter age
Washburn, Lindenhurst, Fob
14 11231416 as a WV 22 said
six grandchildren; NMI lb realms 53 OW SO flaws
solisha
one great-grandchild..
Pleat asses swims frame I 332.
as. 1131111.111. fee up h 7310,
Also surviving are two
hams 3 2624112 lbs SS 511431.111,
sisters, Mrs. Raymond swam
briars iiisaim Isms 1 11247S as
Mary Alice) Morris, alibita. Ad=tram ? SOY* las
slack CMS medium frame
Hardin, and Mrs. 13.1114.1.111.
42211241/012.13 to yrsold 37 754333
Dorothy Weaks, Inkster, For lbe seek >laughter steers
Mich.; one brother, John
Washburn, Princeton_

SHOE CLEARANCE
Now

247 0673 or 1 800 592 3486

heath slaughter heUtrs hl is I ow
MEE sees 1.111 Lwow Mob 11114.411
strater mass NW MOMS
ncert.11
issisrt 112.11s.WOW
72 Ts 1
as,,...awl pas
smaIku
War:3-4 21•111 as0.231.2$S
13Ias 111171412.111, 3 Mal as a a.
ILO.son rash to 22 lower. 1-2 301.435
45 aVL7a43.111.swam
ll 72. laws
3111 as 47 5045 25
mar Mao44.2247
Irer thr sal barrows and silts
dandy is a balm Smash sow offer
ma weak to 511 lesser
Sheep untested
Fur thr acrA earl
Stti<1

vio:

no4wia.

AIGNERk.s; $.4.9 00
NEMER Reg to $45 00
MARQUIESE Reg to $40 00
9 WEST Reg to $40 00
HIPPOPOTAMUS Reg to $4500
GLORIA VANDERBILT Reg 55200
STANLEY PHILLIPSON Peg ro $70 00

11/1011111 Pleatelle Aft• Sm
aped Weds§%Oaarm.
lassals.A,.NIEa al as, 2$ inslasess 1 halm So.
NOW
Us 147114SY
US 2711232/111s
US Magas
LS14 V433114
Sows
usl,lpI.$ks
1

WESTSIDE
COURT SQUARE, Miorroy

US14 WHY as
US? 3 3411110.

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE
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21=74111111111
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Memorial rites
for Mrs. Doty
to be Sunday
Memorial services for
Mrs. Ruth Sheets Doty
will be Sunday at 2:30
p.m. at the First Christian Church, Murray.
Dr. David Roos will officiate and Mrs. Maxine
Clark will be the organist.
- Mrs. Doty. 73, Henry
County, Tenn., died June
7 at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Arthur
Kuntz, West Lafayette.
Ind.
E'rivate funeral servies were June 9 in
Lafayette.
The deceased was a
member of First Christian Church, Murray.
She is survived by her
husband, Delbert
Malcolm Doty, Henry
County. Tenn.; her
daughter, Mrs. Kuntz:
one son, Dale Doty, Lompoc, Calif.; six grandchildren.
Also surviving are
three sisters. Mrs. Inez ..
Liming, Mrs. Mary
Cheek and Mrs. Oda
Black, and two brothers.
Miley and Ellis Sheets,
all of near Richmond.
Ind,

Homeowners...

$39800
ONLY

20 C/F CHEST MODEL
WE HAVE THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
13Frigidaire FREEZERS IN TOWN

. Delivery optional at these tow prices!

Come And Get Yetn
While They Last!

Ride with us.
Full replacement value
on your personal be•

longings. While most
companies give you
only the depreciated
value, Federal Kemper
offers you full replacement value, subject tr;
r,ur deductible and
Jicy limits. See us for
quote on this valu.
!.ir$ feature

Bob Nanney
Insurance
Agency

753-1713

107 N. 4th
753-4937
Federal CIF
Kemper
Insurance Company

"MURRAY, KENTUCKr"--

•

